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ABSTRACT 
 

 This paper examines the work of three documentary photographers, each of whom 

employed their cameras in an effort to improve the lives of children.  I compare Lewis 

Hine’s child labor project in the early 20th Century with more modern photographic efforts 

to give voice to children by Wendy Ewald and Zana Briski. I explore how these artists 

used photography as an activist tool to enact legal, educational and personal change in 

their subjects’ lives.  By analyzing the traditional roles of documentary photographers and 

how those roles evolved between Hine’s era and today, I examine how these particular 

artists helped to push, or break through, the boundaries separating artist from subject.  

Finally, I analyze critiques of documentary activism and how changing attitudes towards 

the concept of “other” influenced the direction of Ewald and Briski’s work.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

 

“Photography can light up darkness and expose ignorance.” 
Lewis Hine 

 

Documentary photography has existed almost as long as the camera itself.  

Although the term “documentary” wasn’t coined until 1926 by the Scottish filmmaker 

John Grierson in his review of Flaherty’s film Moana, the act of making what we now 

refer to as documentary photographs existed as far back as 1851.  In that year, the French 

government commissioned several photographers to document decaying buildings in an 

effort to raise funds for renovation.  Although a failure, the project is considered one of 

the earliest examples of documentary activist photography.   

Documentary photography, according to Time Life Library, is “a depiction of the 

world by a photographer whose intent is to communicate something of importance – to 

make a comment – that will be understood by the viewer” (Time Life).  This broad 

definition encompasses all manner of photographs from the last 150 years: architectural, 

landscape, portrait, street photography, etc. (Bogre 3). But documentary activist 

photography, the subject of this paper, is distinct from traditional documentary in subtle 

ways: while both methods generally involve photographers shooting their subject matter 

over long periods of time -- unlike the hurried nature of photojournalism -- activist 

photographers aim to shed light onto society’s ills with the goal of moving viewers to 

action (Bogre xxi).  While the phrase documentary activism has taken on different 

meanings over the years, for the purpose of this analysis I will use the term as a descriptor 

of a sub-genre of documentary photography.  
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Like traditional documentary photographers, activist photographers use their 

camera as a tool to expose injustice, war, racism, and poverty: their images aim to convey 

the humanity beneath the statistics found in newspaper reports.  But unlike traditional 

documentary photographers, activist images are often employed as the starting point to 

something more: a call to action, giving, protest, empathy, community discussion or even 

legislation.  Activist photographer Marcus Bleasdale (1968- ) responded to a reporter 

about how spending years witnessing tragedy had impacted him: “What I see has made 

me angry, and I want to maintain that anger because the photograph itself is not the end.  

It is the first step in a process to enforce change” (Bogre 7).   

While all documentary photographers care deeply about their work and the lives of 

their subjects (the job is neither lucrative nor celebrated enough to pursue otherwise), 

documentary activist photographers specifically see their work as an “ethical issue of 

consciousness,” even if they won’t live to see the results of their work (Bogre xiv).  An 

activist photographer’s goal might not be as grand as changing the world but they do see 

themselves as being a component in the process of change.  

 

Brief Summary of 20th Century Documentary Photography  

By the end of the 19th century, the rise of American reform movements and the 

invention of half-tone technology (which enabled the reproduction of black and white 

photographs for print) converged, creating a new platform for activist photographers 

wanting to use imagery to create change (Goldberg 163).  A sudden spike in the 

populations of American cities and massive immigration to those cities resulted in slums 

never before seen; documentary photography was discovered to be a perfect tool for 
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activists wanting to bring attention to this new reality. Photographers realized that they 

needed to “elicit emotion from their viewers because they understood that emotion 

provokes action” (Bogre 2).  And they were learning that viewers responded to images of 

poverty or child labor differently than if they had simply read about the subject. As we’ll 

see, Jacob Riis was the first to use images combined with text and lectures to both inform 

and shock his viewers with tenement slum images from New York; later Lewis Hine used 

Riis’ technique to expose the harsh realities of child labor.  The combination of images 

with text or lecture proved even more powerful than words or photographs alone.   

At the same time (the last quarter of the 19th century) rampant misinformation 

about new immigrants -- especially those coming from the poorer regions of Europe --

emerged, with reports claiming that the “very fabric of the republic” would be destroyed 

by “vice, crime, and the diseases spread by overcrowding” (Goldberg 165).  A charity 

movement resulted, arguing that poverty was neither the fault of the poor nor an inevitable 

result of city life.  For the first time, documentary photography allowed progressive 

reporters, social activists and scientists to teach and to advocate for their subjects.  

As alluded to earlier, no discussion of documentary can be complete without 

crediting the father of the genre, Jacob Riis (1849-1914), who stunned his viewers with 

gritty images of New York’s slums.  In 1860, at the age of 19, Riis immigrated to the US 

from Denmark. Although fluent in English, he was unable to find steady work and he 

lived on the edge of poverty until 1873 when he began his career as a reporter (Goldberg 

166).  He photographed both the privileged and the poor in the early years of his career at 

the New York News Association and later as a police reporter for the New York Tribune. 

But it was his work with the poor that inspired Riis’ reformist tendencies.  He wanted to 
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make a difference in the living conditions of his subjects, “becoming one of the earliest 

reformist journalists” (Wikipedia).  Riis sought out a more powerful tool to expose the 

squalid conditions of New York’s slums. He first tried sketching, but failed.  Later he 

looked into photography but knew that there was as yet no way to light up the dark 

corners of the tenements he wanted to show. Then, in 1887, Riis read about the first use of 

flash-type lights that worked with cameras to light up scenes.  Recognizing the 

possibilities of this novel invention, Riis and three of his fellow reporters took up the 

camera in 1888, and for the next ten years Riis documented, in both words and 

photographs, the slums of New York City.   

Initially Riis wasn’t able to garner interest in his images from magazine editors. At 

the time, images of poverty were considered too vulgar for the general viewer, so he 

“made glass lantern slides [just shy of the widespread use of half tone process] and 

lectured about the slums in NY churches” (Goldberg 177).  Eventually a magazine 

publisher (Scriber) requested an article on the subject and later commissioned a book, 

How the Other Half Lives, which Riis produced in 1890.  In response to critics who 

claimed that Riis’ photographs were the equivalent of airing the city’s dirty laundry, Riis 

retorted, “The beauty of looking into these places without actually being present there is 

that the excursionist is spared the vulgar sounds and odious scents and repulsive 

exhibitions attendant upon such a personal examination” (Goldberg 167). 

This quote contradicts the descriptions of Riis’ lectures, however, which were said 

to be highly charged, up to two hours long, with a single spotlight on Riis; up to 100 slides 

would run behind the lecturer, one after the other, exposing otherwise naive viewers to the 

ugly living conditions in tenement houses.  Viewers were brought to tears by the images 
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they saw; some women fainted at the grim sights before them (Goldberg 169).  Riis 

included songs and prayers; “Sometimes a lecture closed on a slide of a painting of Jesus, 

with Riis intoning, ‘In as much as ye have done it to one of the least of these, my brethren, 

ye have done it unto Me’” (Goldberg 169).  Riis dramatized his discussions with as much 

emotion as he could muster despite the distance between his subject matter and his 

audience. 

Riis reached an educated, middle class audience with these lectures. The result of 

these talks, accompanied by his lantern slides and his book, combined with a “confluence 

of historical circumstances” (Goldberg 168) such as the burgeoning reform movement and 

fears about new immigration, was that in 1901 the New York Tenement House Law was 

rewritten and an investigation was conducted into the living conditions of the city’s poor. 

~~~ 

 Not long after Riis came another social activist photographer who would change 

the face of America. Lewis Hine (1874-1940) studied sociology at Columbia University 

and went on to teach at the Ethical Cultural School, a prestigious Ivy preparatory school in 

New York City that was innovative in its approach.  Unlike other like-minded institutions, 

the Ethical Cultural School demanded economic diversity amongst its students.  It 

accomplished this by offering full scholarships to any qualified students, a practice that 

was unheard of at the time.  (In fact, today a full 1/3 of its student body is on full or partial 

financial aid.) The Ethical Cultural School’s mission was, and is, the pursuit of “social 

justice, racial equality and intellectual freedom” (Wikipedia).   

Hine’s personal values and political leanings were in sync with his work.  Having 

lost his father at a young age, Hine was familiar with hard labor.  In an effort to help 
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support his mother and sister, at age eighteen Hine worked thirteen-hour days as a 

furniture hauler in his hometown of Oshkosh, Wisconsin.  At the time, 1893, there was an 

economic slump and Hine watched as workers lost their positions and at some factories, 

he witnessed children replacing adult workers for lesser pay (Freedman 7).  After losing 

his own job as a delivery man he worked various low paying jobs as a night shift janitor, 

door-to-door salesman, and eventually as a stenographer at a bank.   

Luckily for Hine, he would meet and be mentored by a man named Frank Manny, 

who was then a professor of education at the State Normal School in Oshkosh. Seeing 

promise in the young Hine, Manny encouraged him to quit his job and begin college at the 

Normal School.  Hine did and he eventually transferred to the University of Chicago, 

graduating with a teacher’s degree.  But it was his connection to Manny that would once 

again change the course of Hine’s life.  When Manny was promoted to be the 

superintendent of NYC’s Ethical Cultural School, he offered Hine a position there; Hine 

“jumped at the chance to live and work in the nations’ biggest city” (Freedman 9).  

While still teaching at New York’s Ethical Cultural School in 1904, Hine began 

photographing student activities.  He went on to foster a student photography club and set 

up a darkroom on campus.  Manny was so impressed with the images Hine made that he 

declared that Hine should use photography as a “teaching tool” (Freedman 9).  Manny’s 

liberal leanings and his position as leader of a progressive school led him to the idea that 

his students should embrace the country’s new immigrants, who were coming in steadily 

from all parts of Europe, including the poorer nations in the East and South.  Manny asked 

Hine to accompany him to Ellis Island to shoot the newcomers with the same reverence 

and dignity then reserved for the country’s original Mayflower immigrants.   
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This work lead Hine to take assignments from the Child Welfare League, the 

National Consumers League and the National Child Labor Committee.  Connecting the 

three reform groups was their interest in improving the living and working conditions of 

the poor.  No doubt Hine’s experience as a young laborer influenced his belief in equity 

for the poor.  Later in this paper we will see how Hine’s 5,000 + documentary 

photographs combined with lectures literally propelled a movement to end child labor to 

its fruition.   

~~~ 

As photography’s influence grew over the 20th century, the number and scope of 

documentary projects flourished.  In the 1930’s Roy Stryker’s Farm Security 

Administration (FSA) hired photographers to expose the realty of the depression and its 

effects on farmers across the country as a form of propaganda to ensure the success of 

Roosevelt’s New Deal.  In the 1940-50s, documentary greats such as Robert Frank created 

work that incorporated a more personal and complex version of documentary than the 

photographers who preceded him.  His book The Americans documented the Swiss 

photographer’s journey across the US in 1955, a project funded by the John Simon 

Guggenheim foundation.  Shooting over 28,000 negatives in the span of two years, 

Frank’s document of America became a seminal work in the field of documentary 

photography, despite initial criticism. Frank’s outsider viewpoint enabled him to see and 

reveal how mid-20th Century America was still grappling with class, race and power; 

Frank used his camera to touch upon these themes through symbolic imagery of American 

Culture (Wikipedia). 
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In the 1960s, the Metropolitan Museum of Modern Art held an exhibition titled 

“New Documents” which combined Diane Arbus with Garry Winogrand and Lee 

Friedlander, all documentary photographers whose intent was vastly different than their 

predecessors.  MoMA’s curator, John Szarkowski, declared the demise of social 

documentary photography.  These new image-makers, Szarkowski asserted, were more 

interested in an “investigation of the social experience of modernity” (Wikipedia). 

Throughout the 1970s and 1980s the debate continued amongst critics and scholars 

about the role of documentary photography in society and a more stridently leftist doctrine 

emerged.  It wasn’t enough to simply show poverty; instead, these critics argued, 

documentary should indict the systems that foster its existence.  In particular, Martha 

Rosler (1943- ), photographer and social critic, reduced the work of activist documentary 

photographers to “the work of privileged elites imposing their visions and values on the 

disempowered.”  (Ibid)  And writer and activist Susan Sontag (1933-2004) asserted that 

“concerned photography” (a term coined by photographer Cornell Capa, who was 

describing the work of photographers who wished to use their work to improve the 

conditions of their subjects) did more to harm both viewer and subject than not; she 

believed that a barrage of documentary imagery showing atrocities only anesthetized 

viewers and in fact, made them less likely to take action.  

This shift in thinking brought about ethical concerns around the idea of subject vs. 

viewer and how those in possession of the camera inherently have power over their 

subjects.  Questions arose whether outsiders could accurately document the lives of other 

people – people who often look, act and live differently than the photographers 

themselves.  An ongoing discussion ensued; those who believed in the power of an image 
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to provoke change argued that sometimes outsider perspectives are just as, or even more, 

accurate than insider perspectives.  They claimed that “fresh eyes” often yield less bias 

towards the positive or negative traits of a community. Ultimately, the “truth” of a 

photograph or the photography as a medium is an illusion: insider or outsider 

photographers can exploit, intrude, or misrepresent as easily as they can reveal, respect, 

and honor their subjects (Bogre 4).  Photography is the tool or the medium through which 

messages are conveyed, but it is the mind of the photographer, which defines the message.  

~~~ 

Still, the debate continued and the questions multiplied. Photographers, both 

traditional documentarians and those who considered themselves activists, used their 

cameras as tools to gain access to communities; their goal was to show the perspectives of 

the people and cultures they photographed. While often successful, by the late 1960’s, a 

quest for new and innovative ways to accomplish this brought novel approaches to the 

fore.  One voice that stood out in this quest was Wendy Ewald.  Ewald, a teacher and 

proponent of collaborative art, began giving children cameras so that they could document 

their own perspective on the world. In 1969 Ewald entered Native-American reservations 

in Canada to teach photography to Innu and Mi’kmaq children.  By the late 1970s, she 

worked with Appalshop to teach both photography and filmmaking to Appalachian 

students in Kentucky. Appalshop was founded in 1974 as part of America’s War on 

Poverty to help poor people in the Appalachian region learn how to create media.  In the 

1980’s she traveled abroad to teach photography to kids in India and Columbia on a 

Fulbright fellowship.   
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Ewald’s philosophy of sharing her tool – her camera – with her subjects was 

innovative and represented a “healthy enlargement of the discourse of photography” 

(Orvell 2465).  Her choice to meld her images with the ideas and words of her students 

provided a unique view into the world of the pupils; it also allowed the kids to represent 

their individual perspectives in a novel way. 

Her years working with underrepresented kids resulted in an education program 

now used around the world, Literacy through Photography (LTP), which includes written 

and photographic exercises emphasizing critical thinking and self-expression.  Blurring 

the boundary between photographer and subject, Ewald addressed power dynamics by 

having her students contribute their perspective by writing their thoughts onto Ewald’s 

own negatives or prints.  This obscured the boundaries between the person depicted in the 

photo and the person behind the camera.  Ewald encouraged interplay between subject and 

photographer further by having her students make their own images inspired by writing 

exercises that encouraged them to pay attention to their lives and thoughts and to take 

their dreams seriously.  She asked the children to document themselves, their families and 

their communities through both imagery and words, which were often combined. The 

results were usually shared in exhibitions in the community. Ewald acted as a teacher, co-

artist, editor and exhibitor of her students’ work.   

In 1989, Ewald partnered with the Center for Documentary Studies on the Duke 

University campus to teach her LTP program to kids in a poor, mostly African-American 

school in Durham.  LTP was such a success that soon Ewald couldn’t keep up with 

requests for more students to be involved. Demand for the program grew so rapidly that 

Ewald eventually shifted her program’s goal and began instructing Durham school 
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teachers and subsequently undergraduate students at Duke so that they too could bring 

LTP to other populations.  Since then Ewald has written numerous books and textbooks, 

guiding fellow educators through the steps of teaching LTP.  

 Ewald pioneered an entire genre of visual literacy programing whose reach now 

stretches around the globe.  Since then, other photographers have followed suit in similar 

ways with exciting results. Viewers have been taken into the private worlds of kids who 

were often invisible to the outside world – children living on Indian reservations, children 

living in slums overseas, children living in war zones.  The resulting images not only 

reveal inner worlds; they also challenge viewers to question their own assumptions about 

poverty, violence, power and love.   

~~~ 

 Modern day photographer Zana Briski followed Ewald’s lead in the late 1990’s 

when she traveled to India and embedded herself in the lives of prostitutes working in the 

red light district of Calcutta.  Initially this New York-based British artist, who studied at 

both Cambridge and the International Center of Photography in New York, was drawn to 

the streets of India to pursue her personal work as a documentary photographer. In the 

beginning, Briski’s work centered on issues facing many women in India: infanticide, 

abuse, rape and prostitution. But as we shall see later in this story, Briski was so moved by 

the lives of sex workers and their families in the red-light district of Calcutta that she 

eventually set aside her own camera to teach the children of brothel workers to use the 

medium of photography as a form of self-expression and self-empowerment.   

Briski believed that photography had the potential not to just change the lives of 

the viewer, but the artists as well.  It was this belief that led her to alter her previous 
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delineation between photographer and subject and to give cameras to the kids in the red-

light district. She then started teaching formal classes despite her lack of training as either 

a teacher or a social worker, first with about fifteen students, a number that eventually 

trickled down to seven motivated, talented youngsters aged 10 to 14.  Her work with them 

over two years not only resulted in their gaining new skills, but Briski subsequently raised 

funds from the sale of student work to support the students’ education - the goal being that 

some pupils could ultimately escape the brothels.  Born Into Brothels, a documentary 

feature film made by her and her then partner, Ross Kauffman, about their work with the 

kids went on to win an Academy Award for best documentary film in 2004.  

~~~ 

The comparisons between Hine’s photos of child laborers and Ewald and Briski’s 

work with child photographers reflects a trend towards the democratization of 

photography, the trajectory of social activism and the evolving ethos of philanthropy.  The 

miniaturization and cheapening of cameras, the liberalization of boundaries between “us” 

and “them” and the push towards sustainable charity all have contributed to the shift in 

thinking around documentary activism.  The almost 100 years between Hine documenting 

the effects of child labor in the U.S. and Briski’s documenting the effects of the sex 

industry on children in the slums of India reveal a substantive shift in how we see, as Riis 

put it, “how the other half lives.” In fact, new models of photographic collaboration 

challenge the very idea of the “other.” With the same passion and commitment to help 

those less fortunate, Hine, Ewald and Briski used their cameras as tools to bring 

awareness to child poverty. But, as previously stated, how these three documentarians 
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went about their work has been the subject of debate by social critics such as Martha 

Rosler and Susan Sontag. 

 Initially the tools of a privileged few, early cameras were expensive and used by 

relatively well-off people who had the time and means to acquire and study its use.  In 

particular, documentary photography was generally limited to the haves taking 

photographs of the have-nots.  With the best of liberal intentions and with some clear 

success, from the beginning photographers have used imagery to bring awareness to social 

issues that the wider public was otherwise unaware of, be it child labor, racial divisions, or 

systemic poverty. But now, in our ever more visually literate and ethically conscientious 

world, the potentially problematic dynamic of “us” and “other” remains complicated, even 

under these circumstances, and continues to raise ethical questions.   

 So while the intentions of the early activist photographers may have been laudable, 

the shift in societal understanding over the past century has altered how modern-day 

documentary photographers are understood by critics and the public at large. Current 

scholars like Rosler and Sontag point to the fact that it’s generally outsiders, and white, 

privileged ones at that, who conduct social activist documentary photography.  Their fear 

is that the very nature of imagery of the “other” reinforces the boundaries between people 

-- even while the activist photographer’s goal is to eradicate these demarcations. 

~~~ 

 It is in this context that I will compare and explore three photographers who 

worked with poor children.  The first, Lewis Hine, was an early social activist 

photographer who used his camera to expose the injustice of child labor in the U.S. to a 

largely unaware public.   The second, Wendy Ewald, has shared her camera with 
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underrepresented kids the world over to collaborate on identity-themed art comprised of 

words and images, sometimes melded together onto one canvas.  And the third, Zana 

Briski, is a documentary photographer who handed off her camera entirely so that her 

young subjects could tell their own story. In close readings of both the images themselves 

and the contexts of the three projects, I will ask the following questions:  What was the 

impetus of each project? Do the images realize the intentions of the photographers? What 

unintended consequences resulted? What, if any, criticism emerged about the work and 

are those critiques justified?  
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CHAPTER TWO 

Lewis Hine’s Child Labor Project 

 

“There are two things I wanted to do. I wanted to show the things that had to be 
corrected.  I wanted to show the things that had to be appreciated.”  

Lewis Hine 
 

Project Background  

When Lewis Hine became aware of child labor in the US he was moved to action.  

It was the turn of the 20th century and in the US alone, more than two million children 

worked twelve hour days, six days a week in factories, mines and farms (Freedman 1).  In 

the south, one-quarter of all textile mill workers were between the ages of ten and 

fourteen, and this number didn’t reflect the fact that kids under age ten weren’t even 

counted.  Food canneries across the country employed children who were even younger 

than textile laborers (Freedman 38). And no labor laws applied to farm work at the time, 

meaning a child of four could work ten-hour days in lieu of school without breaking any 

laws; cotton pickers were as young as three-years old (Freedman 2, 63).  

A mostly unaware or complacent public sat silent as these children missed out on 

elementary education and playtime with their peers. Public ignorance was no coincidence; 

it wasn’t in the interests of factories to allow documentation of their young laborers. Prior 

to Hine “child labor investigators had been harassed, jailed, and run out of town” 

(Freedman 5). 

Hine was a schoolteacher who believed that child labor was equivalent to child 

slavery and that all youngsters deserved a childhood. With a firm conviction that “seeing 

is believing,” (Freedman 2) he set out to document the realities of child labor in America.  
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From canneries in the coastal Northeast to mines in the Southern Appalachian Mountains 

to the streets of Chicago and New York, Hine worked to show how child labor was 

ubiquitous in the American labor force. Exposing a “shocking reality that most Americans 

had never seen before,” Hine had faith that his photographs would move people to 

demand legal change (Freedman 5). Even today, the website of the National Child Labor 

Committee (NCLC) honors Lewis Hine with this praise, “His photographs would awaken 

the consciousness of the nation, and change the reality of life for millions of impoverished, 

undereducated children” (NCLC). 

 The NCLC was a strident supporter of stricter laws and enforcement of laws 

relating to child labor and in 1908, the organization offered Hine a job as an investigative 

photographer.  This came after he’d spent his spare hours away from his teaching career 

photographing recent arrivals at Ellis Island for the better part of two years (Freedman 12-

15). There he honed both his photography skills and his ability to approach vulnerable 

strangers. He also spent those years accepting assignments from other social reform 

organizations: The Child Welfare League and the National Consumers League (Freedman 

220). The goal of the National Child Labor Committee was to ban children under the age 

of fourteen from most occupations and those under sixteen from all dangerous jobs.  They 

also rallied for stricter laws about nighttime labor, the adoption of an eight-hour workday 

for kids and mandatory work permits to prove children were, in fact, of age to work 

(Freedman 22). This concern arose from the reality that most children were asked to 

provide no such documents prior to hiring; rather, employers relied solely on the word of 

their parents.  This was problematic because desperate parents were prone to lying to 

potential employers in an attempt to increase the family’s earnings.  This tragic cycle 
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resulted in kids replacing adult workers, which in turn brought down wages and thus, 

required poor families to put their kids to work (Freedman 22). 

 But factory and mill owners stymied Hine and other child labor activists.  One 

strident mill worker asked Hine, “Are you trying to do things for these people that they 

themselves do not want?  Let them alone.  They are happy”  (Freedman 38).  This 

statement came in response to a Georgia law proposed in 1908, which would have 

restricted mill owners’ ability to keep their cheap child work force.  Petitions were 

distributed in the mill: the measure was easily defeated, supposedly signed by workers --

children and adults alike.  But it was later discovered that the petitions were forged. (Ibid) 

 In order to gain access to the child workers, Hine knew he had to deceive their 

employers.  Factory owners had threatened him (Freedman 24) for photographing children 

at their workstations, so Hine became creative in his approach.  At times he posed as a fire 

inspector or an insurance salesman in order to get inside factories. (Ibid) If he were denied 

access inside, Hine would wait outside workstation gates to photograph kids coming out 

from their factory shifts. And what he saw inspired Hine to push further. According to 

Russell Freedman, author of Kids at Work: Lewis Hine and the Crusade Against Child 

Labor, Hine was “shaken by the poverty and hardship he witnessed.  Photography gave 

him an opportunity to practice his belief in social justice and reform, and to express the 

compassion he felt for the underdog” (Freedman 18-19). 

Hine used photography, making images from carefully chosen perspectives to 

expose the harsh reality of child labor. Understanding the difficulty of most Americans to 

imagine, let alone grasp, the horror of factory life for young children, Hine would pose the 

kids next to the large machines at which they labored in order to reveal their tiny stature 
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and physical vulnerability (Freedman 26). He made certain to show the bare feet of the 

kids as they climbed dangerous machinery.  And he was meticulous in recording the facts 

of the pictures he shot by writing down the details: the age of each worker, the child’s 

name, the number of hours worked in a week, what the child earned and whether or not 

the child received schooling of any kind (Freedman 29). Hine intrinsically understood and 

anticipated that there would be political forces that would challenge his assertions and 

even the evidence provided by his images. He viewed his work as a variation on the goals 

of his teaching. “I felt that I was merely changing my educational efforts from the 

classroom to the world” (Freedman 19).  

Hine was photographing in a time when the public wasn’t yet inundated by 

photographic imagery. In fact the camera he used reflected the technological limits of the 

era in the difficulties he faced by simply having to lug around 50 lbs of equipment, 

including a 5” x 7” camera, a tripod, and boxes of individual glass plate negatives to the 

work sites. There were not, as yet, any small, hand held, inconspicuous, roll film cameras 

available with which to work.  

Hine’s impressive determination was reflected in the years he spent working for 

NCLC and his personal investment in the project.  This not only included his time 

researching, traveling, shooting and editing photos, but also his time “personally 

design[ing] pamphlets, booklets, and photo exhibits on child labor.  He also wrote 

descriptive captions for each photo” (Freedman 71). It was Hine who coined the term 

“photo story” to describe the stereopticon slides that he projected at lectures across the 

country.  And when Lewis Hine himself couldn’t get to a particular location, the NCLC 
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would send out loaned sets of the photographer’s photo stories, including slides and 

illustrations and typewritten notes, to groups who would be sympathetic to their cause.   

 

Images 

A good example of this type of documentation, which helps the viewer understand 

the context of Hine’s images, is titled, “Making artificial flowers in a New York tenement 

apartment.” (Figure 1) In it we see a mother and her four children sitting at a dining table, 

each of the five sets of hands piecing together scraps of paper. 

 

Figure 1 “Making Artificial Flowers in a New York Tenement Apartment” 

When first viewed, one could, and might, assume this family is working on a craft 

project together or that perhaps they’re creating Christmas decorations for their home.  

But upon closer inspection and through the information Hine shares about the image in his 

caption, the viewer learns that this family is in fact making paper forget-me-nots for 
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income. Hine does not leave the interpretation of the image to a viewer’s whimsy or 

imagination; he provides not only background facts and details that could not be conveyed 

solely by a photograph, but information that would be far less viscerally powerful without 

the accompanying photograph, such as the fact that this family works from 8am to 8pm 

each day earning a combined wage of just $1.20.  “Angelica is three years old,” Hine 

wrote, “she pulls apart the petals, inserts the center, and glues it to the stem, making 540 

flowers a day for five cents” (Freedman 16). This accompanying information changes the 

mood of the photograph. Lit by a single kerosene lamp, the dark room with children 

huddled around the worktable now takes on an ominous tone. The viewer is left to 

wonder: When do the children have a chance to learn?  Can they read or write?  What will 

happen to this family?  We see wet laundry drying overhead. Perhaps it is winter or the 

apartment doesn’t have a clothesline outside. It’s clear the mother takes care of her 

children’s appearance; the girls have ribbons in their hair and everyone is dressed as 

though they might be seen in public.  If, however, as the caption states, they worked 

eleven-hour days, one can assume that this family never left their apartment except to 

purchase supplies or sell their wares.  Their heads are all bowed, focused on their work, as 

if weighted down by the task, the necessary demands of survival.  Looking at it now, a 

hundred years later, the photograph brings to mind modern day elementary aged school 

kids: Could children today stay this focused on tedious, time consuming, hand/eye 

coordinated tasks? The discipline required for this kind of repetitive labor is impressive 

for an adult, let alone a group of children under the age of ten. 
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Figure 2 “Mill Girl” 

This photograph was made in a Carolina cotton mill. (Figure 2)  Hine reported that 

the doors to the mill were kept closed to help keep moisture in the air so that the cotton 

wouldn’t break and how this policy lead to “hot steamy air inside filled with dust and lint” 

(Freedman 35).  TB, chronic bronchitis and respiratory disease were rampant in the mill 

population. Cotton mill boys were half as likely to reach age twenty as non-workers, and 

for some reason girls working in the mill fared even worse (Freedman 38). Hine, with his 

mantra “seeing is believing,” photographed this young girl with her small hand resting 

comfortably on the machine to her right. The uncomfortable juxtaposition of her delicate 

fingers next to the enormous machines with countless moving parts, conveys the 

photographer’s intentions of juxtaposing youth and physical vulnerability with nearby 

danger. Without much difficulty one can conjure the speed at which the bobbins whirl, 

and the gentle ease with which she lays her small hand on the metal is in contrast with the 

inherent risks posed by the situation. Hine used this tension to his advantage, revealing the 
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child’s diminutive size and ambivalent expression, knowing this would help convey to any 

sympathetic viewer the horrid conditions of child labor.  

Additionally, Hine chooses to photograph this particular girl from a lowered, 

child’s eye level height; the lens is positioned so that the viewer gazes directly into the 

girl’s eyes. This point of view offers a respectful approach and also makes the child seem 

somewhat heroic as opposed to downtrodden or powerless.  However, she also seems 

timid and uncomfortable having her photograph taken.  Hine was said to have had a good 

rapport with children, no doubt the result of his years teaching. Because this image is 

clearly not candid, it is likely that Hine asked her permission to photograph.  But what I 

see in the girl’s expression is less a sense of collaboration than obedience; she looks 

neither happy to have her image made nor upset by it. To my eyes, this reveals her resolve 

or training to do what is expected of her.  An adult demands her to work in a factory and 

she does.  An adult asks her to pose for a photograph and she does.  Her mouth appears 

pursed and her eyes, almost startled.  Again, the experienced photographer Lewis Hine 

would surely have understood that this expression conveys, to some degree, the girl’s lack 

of agency over her life. It may even be why he chose this particular image to print and 

share with his viewers. 

Yet, on closer inspection her expression is not simply one of servitude. The 

sidelight from the exterior window softly illuminates the innocent eyes of a child not more 

than ten years old.  And whatever danger or hardship it is that she is facing, she still looks 

directly and unblinkingly at Hine’s lens.  Her small stature, pigtails, and angelic face stand 

in stark contrast to the squalid conditions of her daily working life.    
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Figure 3 “Child in cotton mill 1908” 

The girl pictured above in “Child in cotton mill 1908” (Figure 3) was called a 

“spinner.” A spinner worked on her feet for six days a week, 11 hours a day.  She would 

walk up and down long isles, “brushing lint from machines and watching for breaks in the 

threads” (Freedman 32).  Spinners could be as young as six or seven.  This photo 

illustrates Hine’s use of perspective to make a persuasive point even more clearly than the 

previous image.  By placing his camera at a distance from the girl while still shooting 

from a lower than adult eye-level height, we can envision the scale of the room and the 

machines and see vividly how many moving parts the child was attending to.  Bare bulbs 

swing overhead by cables but seem inadequate to properly illuminate the detailed work 

happening in the large warehouse. One can imagine how dim the lighting likely was in 

winter hours and how the girls would have had to squint to see the threads and bobbins.  
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The concrete walls and the dim overhead bulb also beg the question: was there sufficient 

heat as well as air circulation in these factories? Or did the machines put off an 

uncomfortable level of heat; in which case, did the windows open for fresh air?  From 

what we know of other types of factory work, ventilation was an issue for young lungs.    

In this image we see there are no chairs for resting.  If factory managers were 

comfortable hiring children it is not a difficult leap of conjecture to question whether they 

would be attentive to these young workers’ need for time off their feet.  Behind the girl in 

the photograph is a young woman performing the same monotonous duties.  Could the 

two talk over the sound of the whirling bobbins?  How loud was the machinery in this 

space?  By including concrete walls, high ceilings and hard surface flooring in his 

framing, Hine shows his viewers just how unforgiving this work environment is.   

Probably due to the need for adequate lighting, Hine made his photograph of the 

girl next to the large windows.  It makes the viewer wonder how many other rows of 

bobbins exist to the left of this one - ones without the wash of natural daylight?  How 

many hours a day do those girls work without seeing the outside world?  The girl appears 

focused on her work, although we know that Hine often posed his subjects to better show 

their plight.  If the children were to become tired or preoccupied at their posts, Hine noted, 

employers would splash cold water on the faces of the little workers to wake them up.  

Children young enough to still require naps were kept going for hours on end (Freedman 

2).  Hine made use of repetition in his framing, with hundreds of spindles coming from the 

left side of the frame echoing the curtains one after the other on the opposite side of the 

frame.  This helps convey the sense of monotony -- as far as the eye can see the spindles 

circle, ever in need of changing or trimming. 
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Figure 4 Untitled  

In Figure 4 we see two young boys climbing up on the machinery to replace 

bobbins.  Hine shows their bare feet, which made it easier for them to climb the machines.  

Of course this also meant it was more likely for children to catch their toes in the moving 

parts; the rates of injury were twice as high for kids than adults laboring in factories.  

Referred to as “doffers,” these boys started work at age 7 or even younger.  “It was their 

job to remove the whirling bobbins when filled with thread and to replace them with 

empty ones” (Freedman 35).  

One boy faces the camera while the other focuses on the work.  Although we know 

from Hine’s writings he often posed his subjects, (Freedman 26) the fact that only one boy 

looks at the camera makes this image feels more candid than the others.  The boy in the 

front has more skin exposed than his coworker.  His pant legs are rolled-up as are his 
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shirtsleeves.  The exposed bare skin of children inherently communicates vulnerability in 

any image.  But next to the metal machines, this tender bare skin is extraordinary in its 

message: the strong possibility of danger. Hine accentuated this fact by stepping back and 

showing the boys in relation to the monstrous machinery, and the viewer can hardly help 

but feel compelled to save them from their impending doom. The myriad ways these boys 

are at peril, including falling down from the machines, digits close to moving parts, no 

face or bodily protection, no apparent adult supervision – are a bevy of disasters in 

waiting.  Hine has made an image that is far more than a simple document and more like a 

glaring warning.   

While Hine knew that the images he was making would benefit children in general 

if they reached the right viewers, the subjects themselves had no such understanding.  We 

know from Hine’s records that he was often expelled from the factories when managers or 

owners realized his intentions.  However, Hine made an effort to spend as much time as 

he could with his child subjects.  He listened to and recorded as many stories as he could 

report.  Were the children in potential danger by participating in Hine’s project?  There is 

little evidence in the history to say either way, yes or no.  Though it is documented that 

some employers would hide children from “the little man with the box camera … the 

troublemaker” (Freedman 24). 

~~~ 

Lewis Hine made portraits, supposedly candid ones of children working, which 

were actually orchestrated by Hine when he asked his subjects to stand in certain positions 

at their workstations, and he made action shots (Figure 4), all of which portray child labor 

in different contexts eliciting different interpretations, and viewers would be drawn to 
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these various types of images for different reasons.  Figure 1 allows the viewer to study 

the details of her face, braided hair and large, startled eyes. While we cannot ascertain 

from one image what the little girl was thinking, I suggest that Hine chose that particular 

image because her eyes expressed a mixture of guardedness and vulnerability. Figure 2 

shows the mass of the room and the work that engulfs its littlest workers.  This perspective 

juxtaposes small and large, innocence with danger, and trusting children to unforgiving 

machines. And Figure 4 reveals the pace or speed of the work requiring fast movement up 

onto the machines by the little boys.  Each of these images creates a kind of visual and 

emotional tension, which Hine emphasizes through different photographic perspectives, 

whether close up portrait, wide angle “big picture” perspective or action shots, to move 

his intended audience and at the same time expose the conditions children factory workers 

faced.  Thus, Lewis Hine used his camera to mirror his own viewpoint about the evils of 

child labor: that children need protection from dangerous work overseen by unscrupulous 

employers. 
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Figure 5 Untitled 

Looking at another form of child labor and exploitation, Hine made one of his 

most iconic images from the era: three newspaper boys smoking tobacco in Missouri. 

(Figure 5) Hine’s notes read, “11:00 A.M. Monday, May 9th, 1910. Newsies at Skeeter’s 

Branch, Jefferson near Franklin. They were all smoking" (Hine’s original caption. 

Pictured: Raymond Klose center newsboy, 13 years old, St. Louis, Missouri, 1910) (Time 

Life). 

Common to city streets, newsies were young boys who hawked papers to 

passersby, keeping a small portion of the profits for themselves.  Getting up as early as 

1am to collect papers and distribute them throughout the city, newsboys were ubiquitous 

and considered a normal part of the city’s fabric.  Unlike suburban children who might 

work a paper route prior to their school day, newsies would work all day in lieu of class 
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time.  They were ripe for robbery due to the cash they carried and their employers could 

beat them if they didn’t sell enough papers in a given day (St. Lewis Post Dispatch). 

The older newsie boys’ influence on their younger counterparts is evident in Hine’s 

image, which shows two boys smoking cigarettes, while another is smoking a pipe.  

This photograph provokes an emotional reaction.  The first element I notice is the 

adult nature of the boys’ expressions, beyond the fact that they are smoking.  The 

confrontational stares are both cocky and proud in a preternatural way.  Their stance is 

tough, as if to say, Are you going to mess with me?  Hine’s notes state that one of the 

boys is thirteen, but it appears the boys in this image are living the life of grown men. 

They neither went to school nor had much time to play.  Their work would have kept them 

up long hours in the night and on their feet throughout the day. Their faces express fatigue 

beyond their years. 

It is easy to sense exhaustion in the boys’ tired, squinting eyes. From the records at 

the time, we know that many of the newsies in cities were homeless, meaning that simply 

finding a safe place to sleep was a struggle.  Also many papers came off the printing press 

in the middle of the night.  Competition meant that the earliest risers would get the best 

papers to distribute; sleep in and your chance of a day’s work would be low.   
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Figure 6, “Manuel, the Young Shrimp Picker, Five Years Old, and a Mountain of Child-

Labor Oyster Shells Behind Him” 

Lewis Hine did not limit himself geographically in his quest. In Figure 6 we see an 

image made in Mississippi titled, “Manuel, the young shrimp picker, five years old, and a 

mountain of child-labor oyster shells behind him, 1911.”  Given knives as soon as they 

were “old enough to handle them,” children were commonly used as oyster shuckers and 

shrimp pickers. It was dangerous work for adults and kids alike.  As shrimp pickers peeled 

the shrimp, “they oozed an acid so strong, it ate holes in the workers’ leather shoes and 

even in the tin pails they used” (Freedman 43).  Worse yet, we see in this photo that some 

children didn’t even have leather shoes to protect their feet.  Children’s fingers swelled 

and bled from the sharp edges and the shellfish acid; the best solution was to wrap 

children’s hands; this enabled them to keep working.   
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Cannery owners defended their practices, stating that the shrimp season was so 

limited they had to hire anyone who was willing to do the work, lest they lose precious 

time; owners considered their product “perishable.”  Hine countered back in his lectures 

that the kids, too, were perishable.  The damage done to children’s skin, and lives, was 

permanent.   

By stepping back and framing the boy as he did, Hine fills the frame of the image 

from top to bottom with shells, a pile of shells far bigger than the child.  Seeing the boy 

this way, the viewer can feel the weight of the work bearing down on and enveloping the 

subject.  

Looking at this image it isn’t hard to conceive of the sharp edges of the shells 

poking into the flesh of this little boy’s bare feet.  But if his feet hurt, his face is solemn 

and focused, one could even say stern.  Hine may have instructed the boy to look right at 

the camera, thereby asking the viewer to look squarely in the eyes of a damaged child. 

We see juice from the shellfish on the boy’s apron; perhaps there is blood mixed in 

with the juices?  If the image were shot later in the century, with color film, we could 

ascertain the culprit.  The fact that the pails are empty and are facing the camera further 

suggests a sense of despair about the boy’s plight.  He works long hours and has little to 

show for it.  And in this image, as in all of the images Hine made of child laborers, we see 

the beauty of the subject.  Hine was later to say that he “only took photographs of 

beautiful children” (Freedman 86).  It is clear in the work that Hine had an ease with 

children, “with a smile and few kinds words, a touch of the hand, he let them know that he 

was their friend and ally.  He saw the beauty that resides in every child, and kids 

responded by trusting themselves to his camera” (Freedman 88-89). 
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Figure 7 “Steel mine worker, Pittsburg” 

 In “Steel mine worker, Pittsburg” (Figure 7) we see what is called a “breaker 

boy” (coal mine worker). In reality these workers were as young as 9 or 10, but legally 

they were not supposed to be working until aged 14 (Freedman 47). Due to lax 

regulations, the boys needed only parental verification as proof of age, leading many poor 

parents to lie to employers to gain additional income.  By today’s standards we might 

judge this action with contempt, but at the time families equated additional children to 

additional hands to help with labor and family support. The boy’s closed mouth and 

upturned eyes poignantly reveal the scary plight of these children – and the fact that they 

had no voice to protest their situation or their working conditions.  Hine’s message, the 

tragic vulnerability of this boy’s life, is conveyed by angling his camera down at the 
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subject while the subject looks slightly upwards towards his camera and begs the viewer’s 

help. 

As with their adult counterparts, lung disease was common among breaker boys. 

The coal dust on the boy’s bare face and his clothing points to the carcinogens lining the 

little workers’ lungs more directly and arguably better than any spoken or written lecture 

could ever do. 

Much like “Mill girl,” this photo presents the viewer with an immediate stare of a 

child, trusting and vulnerable.  Unlike “Mill Girl” though, this little boy’s head is tilted 

down with his eyes upward. His eyes seem to be calling out for help.  His filthy, outsized 

clothes, tied on with a strap of leather, don’t appear to be nearly enough protection from 

the working conditions he faces. His arms are behind his back resembling bondage. I 

wonder if Hine posed the boy like this or if he chose this position himself.  It’s as if he 

can’t make himself small enough to fit in the cramped quarters and has to stoop slightly to 

fit under the dug out earth above him.  What looks like a small flame emanates from his 

“helmet.”  Without the flash necessary for the illumination of this photo, one can only 

imagine how dank and dark this space must have been. What is hellish labor for adult men 

seems inhumane for those young boys forced into the mines. 
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Figure 8 Untitled 

In another famous mining image from Hine, Figure 8, we see a group of young 

boys after a day underground in the mines.  Unlike the previous photograph, in this image 

there is a sense of mixed emotions, including pride, emanating from the boys. I wonder 

how much of this pride comes from a false sense of manhood or from the group dynamic 

of young boys being tough.  Regardless of why it came about, I read in these expressions a 

mixture of sadness, distrust, pride and joy -- all in one image.  In a single frame Hine 

captures myriad expressions which together sum up so much of what the photographer 

witnessed in the lives of child workers: toughness and vulnerability, weariness and 

youthfulness, innocence and suspicion. From the records he kept, we know Hine took 

many images of these boys that day – I chose this image as my example because I felt it 

captured Hine’s intent best. By grouping the boys closely and shooting from their eye 

level, Hine creates the sensation of crowdedness that might be suggestive of the feeling of 
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being underground.  He also shows us the magnitude of just how many kids could be 

working in one small location; I count eighteen faces in the picture and yet I sense even 

more boys crowding around the frame.   

The boy on the far left of the photo is the only one smiling.  The boy in the middle 

of the second row has an intensely distrustful expression.  Still other faces express 

stoicism and an adult appreciation of the difficulties of life.  On a purely esthetic level, the 

photograph is beautiful and formally composed, rendered even lovelier by the tonal 

variations of the boys’ attire and skin tones.  There is a sense of timelessness to this 

image, reminding me of Sabastio Salgado’s workingmen photographs later in the 20th 

Century.  Salgado, a Brazilian social documentary photographer and UNICEF Goodwill 

Ambassador, created a monumental body of work titled Workers, wherein he documented 

the lives of poor laborers the world over.  His workers were divided into six categories: 

Agriculture, Food, Mining, Industry, Oil and Construction and the images he created were 

haunting, horrifying and beautiful to observe.  Like Salgado, Hine was aware that creating 

beautiful photographs of ugly situations was sometimes a necessity.  Hine knew that if he 

presented the ugly truth of child labor in a formally beautiful way, viewers would be more 

likely to look and then to pay closer attention to what the images finally had to say.   

~~~ 

Besides coming to terms with being literally attracted to a photograph of someone 

in distress or need, there is another personal challenge that I confront with Hine’s images, 

and that is the pride I see in the faces of some of the child workers, more so with the boys 

than the girls, and especially in several of the photographs of young miners and of newsie 

boys.  While I sense deprivation in the circumstances that led to these children working, I 
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can see and imagine that some of the boys felt a sense of manhood and responsibility in 

their work, and that this would feel good. This recognition does not alter my abhorrence of 

the child labor market.  But I do believe that Hine recognized that the complicated, 

sometimes contradictory emotions in all humans, children and adults alike, were an 

important element to convey in his photos.  I imagine that he, like his viewers, would 

sense this tension in his images – and maybe this would even result in mature audiences 

wanting all the more to protect the innocence of these boys a few years longer.  In 

admitting these challenges I try to balance the dichotomies of the early 20th versus the 

early 21st century circumstances and values.  At the same time, the tragedy of children 

being exploited and missing out on their youth, their education and their innocence is real.   

To understand the role of labor in the early 1900’s, it’s important to note that the 

majority of Americans lived on farms and that the labor of children on these family farms 

was considered not only common but also a necessity (Library of Congress). Most 

American children at the time were expected to be working alongside adults at least a 

portion of the day on the farm.  And of course all little girls were expected to help their 

mothers with housework, on or off a farm, which was monumentally more time 

consuming and physically difficult with pre-modern appliances.  A current reading of 

Hine’s photographs cannot help but include a modern bias against any child labor, but a 

historical perspective would dictate that at least some work for children was considered 

normal and necessary.  Lewis Hine made it clear in his lectures that this type of home and 

farm labor was not his fight; he campaigned only against the kind of labor he exposed in 

his project. 
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Given the dramatic public reaction to Hine’s work, it is also reasonable to 

conclude that the kind of dangerous and exploitive child labor depicted in his photographs 

was, if not out of the norm to nineteenth-century America, then was successfully kept well 

out of sight.  (See quote below.)  Even to viewers a century ago, the very concept of a 

five-year-old shucking sharp shells barefoot all day, six days a week was not only 

preposterous, but morally and socially unacceptable.   

 

Results  

Hine tirelessly worked for NCLC for ten years before going overseas to work for 

the Red Cross.  His lectures and slideshows were successful in exposing the truth about 

child labor.  People were “shocked and angered” by what they saw in Hine’s images, as 

he’d hoped (Freedman, 72). In a Birmingham, Alabama paper, one reporter wrote: 

 

There has been no more convincing proof of the absolute necessity of child 

labor laws… than these pictures showing the suffering, the degradation, the 

immoral influence, the utter lack of anything that is wholesome in the lives 

of these poor little wage earners. They speak far more eloquently than any 

[written] work – and depict a state of affairs which is terrible in its reality – 

terrible to encounter, terrible to admit that such things exist in civilized 

communities (Freedman 72). 

 

 Laws regulating child labor were slow to emerge, but Hine’s photographs were 

instrumental in the sea change of public awareness and attitude towards the subject.  
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Reformers such as the NCLC eventually shifted their efforts away from swaying public 

opinion to campaigning in Congress and the courts.  In 1912 the US Children’s Bureau 

formed with the intent to “investigate [child] working conditions and mobilizing public 

opinion against child labor” (Freedman 93).  In 1916, 1918 and 1924, laws working 

towards child labor bans were passed, but none of these were as powerful as the tsunami 

of the great depression, which forced children out of the labor pool to make room for adult 

men left unemployed. Finally, in 1938 FDR signed the Fair Labor Standards Act 

(Freedman 94), which included strict child labor standards, eventually ending the use of 

children in the adult labor market.   

 Ironically, the postscript to the story of Lewis Hine’s influential work on behalf of 

children is sad one. He died in poverty at the age of 66.  After leaving NCLC, the 

photographer went abroad on assignment with the Red Cross for several months. 

Returning to the states, Hine was excited to produce “positive” documentation.  “I thought 

I had done my share of negative documentation,” Hine said  (Freedman 77).  The 

photographer took on yet another great personal challenge – that of creating “Work 

Portraits” which celebrated the dignity of labor.  (Ibid) However, as Hine aged, his 

assignments dwindled, and he found work harder to come by.  After the First World War, 

Hine never received a long-term assignment that would equal the pay he received from 

NCLC. And then the Great Depression came.  Hine couldn’t secure enough income to 

support himself and his family. In 1938, about to lose his home in New York for non-

payment of mortgage, Hine was turned down once again for a foundation grant to shoot 

immigrants new to the United States.  Soon after, Hine applied for public assistance.   
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 In 1939, public interest in Hine’s work started to grow. The photographer was 

invited to show his work at the Riverside Museum in New York.  But it was too little, too 

late.  Hine lost his home, and that Christmas his wife died. Hine lived for less than one 

year after her death (Freedman 85). 

NCLC, on the other hand, still exists today and still owes a debt to Lewis Hine. 

The organization now focuses its efforts on the enforcement of existing child labor laws.  

And every year since 1985, the NCLC committee has presented the “Lewis Hine Award” 

to those people who have changed the lives of young people (Freedman 97). 

 

Criticism 

The pioneering work of Lewis Hine has influenced a century of future 

documentary photographers. Hine’s passion and dedication to using photography as a tool 

for social activism stands as a model to this day. But even the great Hine could not avoid 

later social skeptics.  One of those critics, as mentioned in the introduction, was Martha 

Rosler, an American artist, writer and social observer. Considered “widely influential in 

her field” Rosler taught photography, media and criticism for thirty years at Rutgers 

University.  (Wikipedia)  In her 1981 essay titled, “In, Around, and Afterthoughts (on 

documentary photography),” Rosler critiqued the field all together, stating that it “has 

come to represent the social conscious of liberal sensibility in visual imagery.” (Bolton 

304) Rosler condemned such sensibilities and views the very idea of charity as an 

“argument for the preservation of wealth” (Bolton 305).  

 Her specific criticism of Hine as well as other social activist photographers of his 

era revolves around what she sees as the false belief that exposing injustice through 
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photographs and lectures will result in a “rectification of wrongs” (Ibid).  Rosler argues 

that there is a fundamental flaw with this thinking – the point isn’t individual suffering; 

rather it is the social systems that not only allow suffering, but also perpetuate it.  In this 

way, Rosler argued that documentary projects are not radical enough.  It’s not adequate to 

expose individuals who are oppressed by poverty and racism, Rosler claimed.  Art should 

attack the very institutions that stand as obstacles to eradicating poverty and racism.   

In one of her more piercing jabs at documentary photography, Rosler states, “The 

expose, the compassion and outrage, of documentary fueled by the dedication to reform 

has shaded over into combinations of exoticism, tourism, voyeurism, psychologism and 

metaphysics, trophy hunting – and careerism” (Bolton 306).  The idea that documentary 

photographers are hailed as those who would go into danger to expose the viewer (us) to 

that which we’ve never seen – and that such photographers are regarded as heroes – was 

an anathema to Rosler.  She preferred that the subject of such exposes be the institutions 

that harbor injustice.  Rosler referred to such work as “saving us [the viewer] the trouble” 

from having to experience our own empathy or to feel a responsibility to create change 

(Rosler 307). 

In response to Rosler’s criticism, I would contend that the public’s response to 

Hine’s photos disproves her assumption and analysis, at least of early activist image 

makers.  While it would be an overstatement to claim Lewis Hine single handedly ended 

child labor, it is a fact that the tide swell against child labor coincided with his exposing 

never-before-witnessed scenes of young children laboring at dangerous, dirty jobs.  He 

belonged to a burgeoning movement that believed those “who knew the facts would act 

appropriately” and that it was his job to gets those facts out (Goldberg 174).  And the 
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swelling discomfort of the public towards child labor was greatly influenced by a tide of 

images he created.  If one image wasn’t enough to sway public opinion, the quantity and 

quality of Hine’s more than five thousand photographs, along with his lectures, was nearly 

impossible to ignore, eventually pushing the public to action.   

Hine himself recognized the success of his campaign.  In 1910 he wrote in a letter 

to a friend, “I am sure I am right in my choice of work.  My child labor photos have 

already set the authorities to work…” And the NCLC chairman said later that year, “The 

work Hine did for this reform was more responsible than all other efforts to bringing the 

need to public attention.  The evils were intellectually but not emotionally recognized 

until his skill, vision and artistic finesse focused the camera intelligently on these social 

problems” (Goldberg 177). 

I agree with the NCLC chairman that photography is a powerful, albeit imperfect, 

tool to garner emotion about people and subjects that are far removed from our daily lives.  

And I would add that Jacob Riis’ ingenious use of words and text, which preceded and 

then overlapped the work of Lewis Hine, helped documentary projects to move people to 

action.  Riis and Hine grasped the importance of the role of emotion in documentary and 

that “for an emotion to be valid the photograph must present and represent actual facts in a 

credible manner” (Bogre 2).  Riis and Hine worked at a specific historical moment for 

social reform in this country and each used their photography skills combined with an 

acute sense of drama in their lectures to credibly elicit emotion from their viewers.  

Another important American critic of documentary photography is Susan Sontag.  

A prolific writer, social critic, filmmaker, political activist and teacher, Sontag wrote On 

Photography, a seminal work published in 1977.  Considered a classic and taught in 
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photography schools around the country, On Photography is a series of essays written 

between 1973-1977, which tackled the role of ‘concerned photography’ in a capitalist 

society.  In her essays Sontag reveals her first experience with documentary photographs, 

those taken at Bergen-Belsen and Dachau. It was 1945 and a twelve-year-old Sontag was 

in a bookstore in Santa Monica, California.  The writer later concluded that her life could 

be drawn in two parts: one prior to seeing the concentration camp photos and one after. 

Sontag writes of the experience: 

 

Photographs shock insofar as they show something novel. Unfortunately 

the ante keeps getting raised – partly through the very proliferation of such images 

of horror… One’s first encounter with the photographic inventory of ultimate 

horror is a kind of revelation, the prototypically modern revelation: a negative 

epiphany.  For me, it was the photographs [of the holocaust]…  What good was 

served by seeing them?  They were only photographs of an event I had scarcely 

heard of and could do nothing to affect, of suffering I could hardly imagine and 

could do nothing to relieve.  When I looked at those photographs, something 

broke.  Some limit had been reached, and not only that of horror; I felt irrevocably 

grieved, wounded, but a part of my feeling started to tighten; something went 

dead; something is still crying (Sontag).   

 

Resonating with Rosler’s claim that exposure to images of horrific atrocities can 

actually encourage the viewer to believe that injustice is inevitable, and therefore an 

unchangeable element of daily existence, Sontag asserted that such exposure only results 
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in viewers becoming saturated and exhausted.  “In these last decades,” the author writes, 

“‘concerned’ photography has done at least as much to deaden conscience as to arouse it”  

(Ibid).  Sontag eschewed Hine’s notion that seeing injustice moves one to action.  Rather, 

she equated viewers’ exposure to mass images of suffering as an anesthetizing experience.  

To be exposed to such images “does not necessarily strengthen conscience and the ability 

to be compassionate. It can also corrupt them” (Ibid). 

While not addressing Hine directly, Sontag’s assessment of the anesthetizing 

nature of documentary photography correlates with Hine’s own concerns about the public 

becoming immune to his crusade.  Hine told an audience in 1909, “Perhaps you are weary 

of child labor pictures.  Well, so are the rest of us, but we propose to make you and the 

whole country so sick and tired of the whole business that when the time for action comes, 

child labor pictures will be records of the past” (Goldberg 117).  

Luckily for the two million children engaged in child labor at the turn of the 20th 

century, Lewis Hine was proven right.  His work profoundly affected not only public 

opinion, but also influenced the creation of US laws regulating child labor. Hine was an 

early adopter of visual activism and his work stands today as a testament to the power of 

the photographic image. But as we shall see in the comparison of his work with Ewald and 

Briski, Hine’s approach to visual activism is firmly rooted in a traditional power dynamic 

of photographer (person in power) and subject (person without voice).  

In the next chapter we’ll explore how one established, modern day artist addressed 

questions about the role of documentary photography and see how she melded together 

the social activism of Lewis Hine with a late 20th Century understanding of the nature of 

documentary photography. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Wendy Ewald’s Kentucky Project / Literacy through Photography 

 

“Who we are and where we stand when we watch the world determines how we see and 
what we record.”   

Wendy Ewald   
 

Project Background  

A true pioneer in collaborative documentary, Wendy Ewald (1951-    ) is a 

photographer, teacher and artist with a life-long commitment to “giving individual voice 

to the anonymous” (Ewald, Secret Games 11).  Since the age of eighteen, Ewald has 

shared her love of photography with underprivileged children all over the world, 

beginning in 1969-1970 when she first taught kids photography on an Indian reservation 

in Labrador, Canada. (Ewald, I Wanna Take Me a Picture 8) Ewald is committed to the 

concept that all people have a need to “articulate and communicate something relevant 

about [their] personal and communal lives” (Ibid).   

In her work, Ewald confronted what she saw as foibles of documentary 

photography -- the power that photographers intrinsically have over their subjects, and the 

divisions of class, race and ethnicity between photographer and subject -- (Ewald, Secret 

Games 6) by engaging in a type of immersive documentary wherein she lived for 

extended periods with her subjects, in far-flung regions from Central America, India and 

Africa. She fought the stereotype of the concerned photographer who flew into a rural, 

poor area to shoot the “reality” of third world nations only to leave a few days or weeks 

later with images they “took” of their subjects.   
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Full immersion with her subjects was not unique to Ewald’s work of documenting 

marginalized children.  Although there were many documentary activist photographers 

who worked between the years of Lewis Hine and Wendy Ewald, many who spent long 

periods of time working with their subjects -- ethically and thoughtfully documenting their 

lives -- a stereotype had emerged by the late 1960’s of a type of photographer who 

dropped in and out of people’s lives only to take from their subjects.  Like those 

responsible and concerned photographers before her, Ewald felt that it was critical to 

spend as much time as possible with her subjects in “an attempt to establish more 

authentic connections”  (Ewald, Secret Games 6). 

What emerged from these years living and working with children was a 

collaborative approach to documentary.  It was this collaboration that made Ewald’s work 

distinct.  After her first job working with Native children in Labrador, Ewald lived for six 

years in Appalachia, teaching photography and writing to students in a crushingly poor 

community.  Writing of her experience in Kentucky, Ewald recalled that she wanted to 

“make a document of my new community, but the camera seemed to get in the way” 

(Ewald, Secret Games 7).  She resolved this dilemma by teaching her students how to 

document their own lives.  She was not the first artist who taught children photography, 

but she may have been the first to tackle it with her particular mindset. Instead of using 

photography instruction as a technical skill, Ewald wanted to “challenge fundamental, 

categorical distinctions between art and documentary photography, between photographer 

and subject, child and adult” (Ewald, Secret Games 8).  The core of this new venture was 

the concept of collaborative storytelling, including Ewald’s willingness to challenge old 
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concepts of who really makes an image – subject or photographer?  (Ewald, Secret Games 

17)  

At the core of this internal debate was Ewald’s discomfort with the power 

dynamics of documentary work.  She not only participated as an other in the Black 

Panther party in the 1960’s but she went on to work as an outsider for the bulk of her 

photography and teaching career.  Rarely did Wendy Ewald look like the people she 

photographed.  

Although committed to social change, from early on Ewald had “reservations 

about the power of photographs to effect political change” (Ewald, Secret Games 8).  This 

led the artist to reimagine the documentary project as a melding of ideas from both 

photographer and subject through words, stories and imagery.  

This differs from other documentary photographers who preceded her, such as 

Hine, who also worked with children but would never have imagined bringing the subject 

behind the camera.  In the era of Riis and Hine, the simple logistics of camera size, 

portability, cost and complication of processing film would have prohibited all but a select 

few from operating photographic equipment.  Then there was the harsh reality of the 

subjects he documented.  The child laborers worked long, arduous hours.  They had no 

license to spend time on traditional schoolwork; they certainly weren’t going to have the 

freedom and resources to learn photography. Even if the children had the ability and funds 

to own a camera, they couldn’t remove themselves from their posts to document their 

fellow child workers. Hine’s goal was to document the children’s labor, so that he, the 

image-maker, the person with power, could then present these images to those in higher 

positions than himself to affect change.  
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This is not to say that Hine’s work was not motivated by a legitimate desire to help 

his subjects.  Hine dedicated his entire career to “give voice” to those whose concerns 

were smothered by poverty and circumstance.  But his primary objective was to change 

the minds of those in power: the public, the electorate and Congress, so that they would 

lobby to change child labor laws or enact those laws.  Hine used his camera and his 

photographic, writing and speaking skills to affect change at the highest levels.  The very 

idea that children could take on a power role would have been foreign to Hine in the early 

20th Century. 

But the cultural shift that occurred between Hine and Ewald is palpable. As 

mentioned in chapter one, this widening of discourse around the role of documentary 

photography was flamed by postmodern critics such as Rosler, who asserted that outsider 

documentary photography was a form of “visual colonialism” (Bogre 3).  Rosler believed 

that photographs aren’t objective, that all images are “suspect, contextual, complex layers 

of symbols and meanings laden with the photographer’s hidden agenda” (Ibid). 

Documentary photography changes nothing, she argues, therefore it is a form of cultural 

domination without benefit to its subjects.  While representing the far spectrum of 

criticism, Rosler’s words were fodder for debate in the photographic community. 

 Another philosophical shift between the eras of Hine and Ewald was the concept 

that to “help” those in less fortunate circumstances was not sufficient, that activist 

photographers would be better off sharing their tool -- the camera -- with their subjects 

rather than simply documenting their lives.  This intellectual transformation and Ewald’s 

role in it cannot be understated.  Ewald came of age in an era when the status quo was 

being challenged: citizens were asking difficult questions about the role of government, 
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women were looking to liberalize gender roles and blacks were challenging civil rights 

laws.  Students were protesting the Vietnam War, women marched in the streets for equal 

pay and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated, all in the twelve months leading up 

to Ewald’s first photographic project.  The social climate of Ewald’s early career certainly 

influenced her desire to question the role of photographer and subject in the same way 

later social critics did.  

In 1969, at the age of eighteen, Wendy Ewald applied for a grant from the Polaroid 

Foundation, which was offering free cameras and film to teachers working with poor kids, 

to share with a group of young native Canadians in Labrador.  In response Polaroid sent 

back ten cameras and one hundred rolls of film.  Starting with just fifteen students, Ewald 

would walk around the reservation with the kids, shooting pictures.  Later the teacher and 

her pupils would share their images.  This is when the differences between her own and 

her pupils’ perspective became apparent (Ewald, I Wanna Take Me a Picture 9). Ewald 

realized that by giving children a camera to document their world, the resulting photos 

were “more complicated and disturbing” than her own.  In fact, she surmised, the images 

were “closer to what it felt like to be there” (Ibid). 

By teaching the kids photography, Ewald hoped to not only give voice to children 

on the reservation, she wanted to teach them that a photograph “reveal[s] as much by the 

way a subject is photographed as by what is in them – that photographs communicate first 

visually, then emotionally” (Ewald, I Wanna Take Me a Picture 17).  By instructing the 

kids in the art of close reading, Ewald imparted a lesser-understood principal of 

photography -- that how a photograph is made is as important as what’s in the photo itself.  

Asking her class to read both what is in an image in addition to what is left out of it 
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deepened her students’ understanding of the power of photography.  By studying the work 

of other photographers they learned that they too could incorporate the tools of framing, 

repetition, symbolism and point of view into their photos.     

 Ewald also asked her pupils to ascertain a photographer’s intentions and whether 

or not that photographer was an insider or outsider.  Specifically she asked the kids to 

figure out where the camera was in relation to the subject and where the subjects were 

looking – at the camera?  Somewhere else?  (Ewald, I Wanna Take Me a Picture 20).  The 

difference between simply looking at a photo and understanding the story behind it was 

Ewald’s goal (Ewald, I Wanna Take Me a Picture 21). 

 These intentions are a far cry from early documentary activists such as Hine, who 

was less interested in analyzing images than using them for progressive propaganda.  Hine 

would not have asked his lecture attendees to closely read his photographs.  Rather, he 

would have wanted their initial, emotional response to seeing kids working in factories to 

prevail.  That is, he would want the viewer’s outrage to result in their opposing child 

labor.   

 Another stark contrast between Hine and Ewald is that Ewald intended her work to 

raise students’ self-esteem.  Hine wanted to protect children from the evils of early labor; 

he knew these kids would be better off going to school and playing.  He used his camera 

as a tool to do that, and in this way he gave voice to the working children’s plight.  It is 

important to remember that prior to Hine venturing into factories to document the world 

of child labor, these kids were all but invisible to the outside world.  Thus Hine achieved 

his goal of giving the kids a voice. But what Ewald sought was different; she wanted to 

give the kids a space to develop their own voice by telling their stories.   
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 Ewald writes, “mastery of the photographic process can represent a kind of power 

for many who have never had the opportunity to present themselves and the world as they 

see it”  (Ewald, I Wanna Take Me a Picture 79).  She noted that the act of photographing, 

in and of itself – the training and skill involved in learning the camera and how to print 

images – resulted in a higher community status for her students.  Whether the children 

lived on reservations or in third world nations, Ewald’s students managed to master skills 

unfamiliar to adults in the community.  Learning photography, regardless of previous 

successes or failures in school, bolstered their self-confidence.  Photographic skills were 

tangible, physical and worthy in their communities (Ewald, I Wanna Take Me a Picture 

80-81). 

 In 1975 Ewald moved to Kentucky to live and work with a “collective of 

filmmakers, artists and musicians” she discovered while watching a documentary film set 

in Appalachia (Ewald, Secret Games 34).  Landing in Letcher County, she rented a house 

and began teaching photography in three different elementary schools. Early on, Ewald’s 

goal was to incorporate photography into the children’s daily lives -- their time away from 

school – at play and in their homes. To do this she needed to provide enough cameras so 

that the kids could have them by their sides at all times.  Ewald also collected photography 

books so that her students could spend time looking at and discussing the works of other 

artists; these books also acted as a jumping off point for new projects.   

Ewald wrote, “One of the more difficult tasks was to persuade the children of the 

eloquence of their rough photographs” (Ewald, Secret Games 37).  Prior to Ewald arriving 

in Letcher County, her students were only exposed to classical images of landscape 

photography and the highly polished work of the advertisement world.  Ewald was less 
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concerned with accurate focus or wide tonal range or the rule of thirds than she was in 

helping guide her students towards creating a personal statement with their work.  This did 

not mean that Ewald wasn’t teaching basic photographic skills such as framing, timing, 

point of view and the use of symbols in pictures.  But instead of focusing on the simple 

acquisition of these skills as a goal, Ewald asked her students to use them as means to an 

end, to focus on a particular skill such as framing when they shot their self portraits, or 

point of view when they shot their fantasies.  The tools of photography were always 

utilized in support of an idea: who am I? who is my family? what do I want to say about 

my life?   

The program she initially created with and for those Kentucky children would 

eventually become Literacy through Photography.  Ewald expanded her lesson plans from 

Canada to include projects “which addressed issues of culture, identity and language” 

(Ewald, Literacy & Justice Through Photography 3).  She felt that the best approach was 

to work outwards from the students’ own lives to their families, their communities and 

eventually to their dreams. She began each of her classes with self-portraits.  Ewald asked 

her students to think about the image they would create before they started to shoot.  She 

also encouraged them to write about their lives and their families or fantasies either prior 

to or after they made their pictures.  

What followed has been an international career wherein Ewald has traveled the 

world to work with underrepresented children in India, Central America and Africa.  

Ewald then brought her LTP program to Durham, North Carolina.  As mentioned in the 

introduction, her program was such a success that she needed to train other educators so 

that it might reach as many students as possible.  Demand for the program meant Ewald 
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couldn’t reach all the classrooms that requested LTP.  Under the auspices of the Center for 

Documentary Studies, Ewald established a program that taught secondary teachers and 

undergraduate students at Duke University how to implement LTP in their schools and 

community.  

As Ewald expanded her work to instruct teachers how to implement LTP, she 

discovered an additional benefit to the program.  Because teachers in poor neighborhoods 

often live outside their students’ communities, LTP offered a more intimate glimpse into 

the home lives of their students.  Ewald wrote, “Photography can create moments of 

authentic collaboration between teachers and students, moments when a deeper 

understanding of the lives of others emerges” (Ewald, I Wanna Take Me a Picture 119).  

Ewald herself spent months and sometimes years living in communities to get to know her 

students as best she could from the inside.  Most teachers, on the other hand, have a 

limited set of hours in the day to spend with their students.  Photographs can act as a 

window into the private worlds of pupils.  

 These new insights helped teachers understand some of the obstacles facing their 

classes.  It’s one thing to intellectually understand how poverty operates from the outside.  

It’s quite another thing to see into a student’s home, a house without flooring, electricity 

or running water.  Empathy often results when the “other” becomes known.  When 

teachers are confronted with the intimate family stories presented by their pupils, they are 

brought face to face with these challenges, and the outcome is a better understanding.  

In the early years of the program, not only were LTP exercises useful in seeing 

into the homes of students, but soon Ewald realized that the lesson plans could get the 

children to open up their minds to discussing topics outside their community – history, 
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current affairs etc.  (Ibid)  According to Alan Teasly, an administrator in the Durham 

school district, LTP enabled children to think and write and make images from their own 

life stories, actions that implicitly valued their very existence:   

 

LTP has children engaged in writing about themselves, their families, their 

dreams, and their communities. It brings a student’s life into the classroom 

not as an object of study, but as a valued source of material for expression.  

Because children are actually working with their own stories, it values their 

lives.  It can be very powerful when children are allowed to talk about 

things that are important to them and to have what they say not judged 

negatively, but accepted (Ewald, I Wanna Take Me a Picture 119). 

 

Authorship was key to student success.  By showing their photographs and writing 

their stories in their own words, students took ownership of their own voice.  They were 

being heard and seen, potentially for the first time.  Students began “speaking with 

authority” about their work (Ewald, I Wanna Take Me a Picture 120).   In these projects 

students became the authors of their own lives.  This is a powerful lesson for any child; 

but keeping in mind the students Ewald worked with – the underrepresented, the 

oppressed – these opportunities to embody authorship were all the more profound. 

Circling back to Hine, this shift in attitude towards a photographer’s subject is the 

result of decades of documentary work and academic and artistic discussion around those 

projects.  Empowering children’s voices is a mid-to late-twentieth-century concept.  We 

may consider that protecting children is a moral imperative today, and in Hine’s era, it 
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may have even been a fashionable idea; but this not the same as truly listening to, or 

seeing, children.  Giving kids a voice was not a literal concept in early documentary work.   

 Most of Ewald’s students, at the onset of LTP, didn’t believe that anything in their 

lives was worth documenting.  The very act of  “acknowledging the radiance of ordinary 

life” was a radical and empowering thought (Ewald, Literacy & Justice Through 

Photography 2).  Ewald was encouraging students to believe that their life stories, 

although brief, were worthy.  By contrast, it would have been unfathomable for Hine’s 

cohorts to recognize the lives of their child subjects as distinct and specific.  But a subtle 

yet important shift in social consciousness occurred in the span between Hine and Ewald, 

which enabled the latter artist to delve into the minds and hearts of her students.  As an 

indicator, it’s worth noting that 1969 was the era of “Mr. Rogers” on PBS and Mr. Rogers 

was the first public figure to tell children that they were okay just the way they are.  A 

radical acknowledgment of the value of each individual child was just in its infancy and 

Ewald was at the forefront of this movement.  
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Images 

Figures 9 and 10. “Reaching for the Red Star Sky, self-portrait” by Denise Dixon  

 One student who would make a large impact on Ewald was Denise Dixon. Denise 

worked with Ewald from the fourth through the sixth grade.  Ewald states that Denise had 

a “distinctive and original sense of composition” from the start (Ewald, Secret Games 52). 

The teacher and Denise often spent hours together away from school and Ewald was 

invited into Denise’s home.  Her bedroom was decorated with dolls set up in fantastical 

arrangements.  Ewald recognized a pattern in her décor and Denise’s photographic style.  

The viewer is struck by the gorgeous abandon Denise displays in her self-portrait. 

(Figures 9 and 10)  Denise, clad in her bathing suit and sandals, looks to be dancing in the 

two shots.  She is next to a cinder-block house that is partially painted, and the yard 

around the structure consists of a simple lawn backing up onto a hilly, rural landscape. 

This gives the viewer just a glimpse of the natural beauty of Appalachia.  Denise’s 

expression conveys a sense of freedom and joy and ecstasy as only a child might feel. As 

a viewer, I respond to this portrait because it reminds me of a time in life devoid of adult 
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concerns. There is a steep slope angling down from the home, which gives the viewer a 

feeling of falling and, given that the camera must have been on a tripod with a time-

release shutter, it’s safe to assume this was intentional.  There is also a softness to this 

image, which is the result of both the weather and the film.  The soft light on the 

mountains behind Denise, in combination with the hardness of the dark painted cinder-

block structure, is a study in contrast. One can view Denise’s whole body in the pictures 

along with the setting so that the viewer senses a wide berth of energetic emotion and 

physicality in the subject. We are struck by the whole experience of Denise reaching for 

the Red Star Sky. 

 

Figure 11 “I am the Girl with the Snake around her Neck” by Denise Dixon  

   “I always think about what I’m going to do before I take the picture.  I have taken 

pictures of myself as Dolly Parton and Marilyn Monroe and then there was the girl with 

the snake around her neck.  She was supposed to be a movie star, but really it was me”  
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(Ewald, I Wanna Take Me a Picture 71).  Another striking self-portrait by young Denise is 

“I am the girl with the snake around her neck.” (Figure 11)  In it we see Denise in her 

character mode: at times with Ewald she became many characters for her self-portraits.  

Compared to the last portrait, this image seems harsh; Denise is inside her home, thus 

requiring the use of a flash.  The resulting spotlight effect on Denise’s face and body 

separates her from the dark wood paneling behind her. What looks like a bed or couch 

with light colored blankets strewn behind her echoes some of the dramatic and free-

flowing personality Denise shares in this image.  What looks to me like a live snake is 

wrapped around Denise’s neck; she holds it casually as though it were a scarf.  Her 

costume, consisting of a blond wig and shiny dress, combined with her exaggerated 

pursed lips and side shoulder pose convey a confidence and comfort with drama and self-

expression.  She’s looking slightly to the left of the camera and as an observer I sense she 

is literally playing, even flirting, with the camera’s gaze.  The image raises questions for 

me. I wish I knew what Denise was thinking, who she was emulating, why the snake? 

Snakes symbolize danger, wisdom, trickery and sexual knowledge in the west.  Was this a 

comment on the danger of celebrity?   

Ewald writes in her book Secret Games about her disappointment that after the 6th 

grade Denise Dixon quit photography to take up sports and cheerleading.  Ewald had 

developed a close rapport with Denise and admitted having to step back from influencing 

Denise for fear she was imposing her own will on the talented and expressive student. 

Ewald wrote that Denise decided to let that part of her life go and Ewald needed to as 

well; but the photographer continued to hope that Denise would someday continue her 

artistic expression with photography or in some other fashion (Ewald, Secret Games 52). 
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Figure 12 “Self-portrait with the picture of my biggest brother, Everett, who killed 

himself when he came back from Vietnam” by Freddy Childers.  

 “Self-portrait with the picture of my biggest brother, Everett, who killed himself 

when he came back from Vietnam” (Figure 12) from first grader Freddy Childers, 

illustrates how Ewald’s students expanded their ideas about portraiture.  One of the 

students’ first assignments was to shoot self-portraits; through this assignment students 

learned that they could become characters in their own stories (Ewald, Secret Games 37). 

In this image, Freddy chose to include a framed photo of his deceased brother in the frame, 

another approach to incorporating personal narrative in a photograph.  Freddy’s 

expression is sad, his lips frowning for the camera.  He holds his brother’s photograph low 

and turned outward.  The bare, marked wall behind him is clear of distractions; just a dark 

piece of furniture peeks into the right side of the frame.  The black and white image is 

grainy, resulting from the type of higher speed film used to shoot inside dark houses.   

Freddy’s decision to compose this image with his eyes at eye level with the camera 

is a simple choice. Perhaps he placed the camera on a table or chair or had another child 
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hold it for him. However done, the effect is a powerful one.  The viewer is directly 

confronted and there are no distractions from the emotion of the young child’s loss and his 

willingness to convey vulnerability.  Also, the decision to shoot this image from a more 

horizontal perspective tells me that Freddy wanted that blank space around himself.  If 

Freddy was composed in a vertical frame, we would be closer to the subject’s eyes.  But 

this composition is different; there is room for grief within the edges of the frame.   

 Freddy’s caption also assists the viewer in understanding the image. I would guess 

that whoever was in the framed photo was connected to a deep sense of loss by the 

expression Freddy wears.  But Freddy’s decision to share that the person is his brother, 

that his name was Everett and that he killed himself after fighting in Vietnam, brings 

immediacy to his loss.   

At the start of her second year teaching in Kentucky Ewald assigned the students a 

less straightforward project: she asked them to photograph their dreams. Specifically 

Ewald challenged her class to assess where their dreams came from and how the kids 

could best represent their dreams in a photograph.  Creating a safe yet “receptive 

atmosphere,” Ewald began the exercise by “turning out the lights and sitting on the floor 

of the darkroom” to discuss dreams and what they meant. (Ewald, I Wanna Take Me a 

Picture 71)  Ewald noticed that the children in Appalachia “seemed not to separate their 

waking and sleeping worlds” (Ewald, Secret Games 38), and that they had a palpable 

connection to the natural world.  She wondered what would come of this assignment.  

Ewald writes that the results broke new ground, not just for the students but for her as well.  

(Ewald, Secret Games 37)    
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Figure 13 “I dreamt I killed my best friend, Ricky Dixon” by Allen Shepherd  

Ewald shares a back-story about this particular image. (Figure 13)  The boy in the 

photo, Ricky, was Allen’s best friend; they had gotten into a disagreement over a knife 

swap.  The boys weren’t speaking to one another until one night Allen had a dream that he 

murdered Ricky.  Deciding that he should make a photograph of the dream, he asked 

Ricky to pose for him, and the result was that the young friends made up during the photo 

shoot.   

This photograph illustrates Ewald’s reflection that her student’s work could be 

disturbing and unsentimental.  By teaching the kids that how the photographer chooses to 

make an image effects how the viewer perceives the emotion of their subject, Ewald’s 

students could read images not just casually or superficially.  They now could ascertain 

the story behind the photo.  (Ewald, I Wanna Take Me a Picture 21)  This deeper 

understanding of how images communicate enabled them to create photos packed with 

emotion.  Ewald recognized and respected the “complexity of children’s lives” and 
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because of this the images her students created were more “truthful and penetrating” than 

many previous images created by children.  (Ewald, Literacy & Justice Through 

Photography, 1) 

Ewald wanted to reach beyond her own perceptions of childhood.  How did the 

kids choose to express their experiences, their foibles, their excitement?  She learned early 

on that the most unnerving element of the kids’ images was an ability to tap “into certain 

universal feelings with undeniable force and subtlety,” despite being years away from 

adulthood.  Without the benefit, or perhaps the hindrance, of overly rational thinking, 

these kids were able to successfully express adult subject matter and feelings in their work.  

This reality was so powerful that it “directed [Ewald’s] own picture-making” (Ewald, 

Secret Games 18). 

Ewald’s collaborative work with children also taught her how to recognize what 

the students were seeing and feeling and how they approached the world.  She equates this 

with discovering a new language.  It was exciting and intoxicating and the revelations kept 

her going despite facing difficult circumstances in the lives of children at home and 

abroad.  Ewald wrote, “Gradually I saw that it was less interesting for me, as an artist, to 

frame the world wholly according to my own perceptions. I wanted instead to create 

situations in which I allowed others’ perceptions to surface with my own”  (Ibid). 

Criticism 

Ewald was ahead of postmodern critics, such as Rosler, who espoused the belief 

that no one can accurately represent the plight of individuals and groups if they come from 

outside that group. Rosler’s theory that no one person can be objective meant that all 

people see the world through a lens colored by class, race and culture. Therefore, Rosler 
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argued, even with the best of sincerity, an outsider documentary photographer can never 

achieve truth in his or her images.   

Rosler summarized documentary photography as an impotent tool.  She asserted 

that all it can do is to “Carr[y] (old) information about a group of powerless people (the 

subjects) to another group addressed as socially powerful (the elite gallery viewers)”  (“In 

Around, and Afterthoughts,” 307).  The very reformist ideals of the photographer, the 

author claims, will only morph into voyeuristic territory (Bolton 306-307).  These ideas, 

while debated by many socially activist photographers, have created tension in the higher 

echelons of academia and the fine art world, as well in thoughtful photographers who 

want to help their subjects, not harm them.   

Rosler’s assertions represent an extreme view when it comes to documentary 

critique and certainly there were working cohorts of Ewald who categorically rejected 

these criticisms.  But I bring Rosler into the debate because she embodies the most 

theoretically articulate opposition to the work of the concerned photographer: Rosler 

challenged the very concept of documentary photography itself. She looked at the field as 

a way for liberal viewers to “scratch an itch… assuaging a stirring of conscience” thereby 

keeping their “relative wealth and social position [in society]”  (Bogre 3-4). 

As earlier mentioned in reference to Rosler’s critique of Hine, I ardently disagree 

with this critic’s view of the concerned photographer.  The three photographers in this 

paper, along with myriad examples of great artists have proven that documentary 

photography can, and has, changed the lives of others for the better.  Hine’s work hugely 

influenced public policy, eventually leading to the ban on child labor in dangerous 
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factories and mines.  And we’ll see later in this paper how Ewald and Briski’s work with 

children profoundly influenced the lives of their students.  

Ewald’s own personal beliefs about the role of photographer and subject, while 

less strident in tone, wasn’t that far removed from social critics who opined that only 

“someone born into a culture can truly understand that culture… hence, only the insider 

has a right to photograph inside that culture” (Bogre 4).  This doesn’t mean that Ewald 

abandoned her own photographic work; rather, she chose to incorporate her subjects’ 

writings (literally) into her images and she taught her subjects/students how to make, and 

write about, their own photographs.   

Hine photographed children with the intention of causing debate amongst adult 

viewers about the morality of child labor. His use of photography in this quest to promote 

social change followed in Riis’ relatively new footsteps; this approach was exciting and 

new and inspired generations of photographers after him. Ewald, on the other hand, used 

photography -- hers and her students’ -- as a tool to inspire critical thinking and discussion 

amongst her students; her goal was to empower her students to have their own voice.  For 

example, Ewald asked the kids on the reservation to think about the future of their culture.  

This assignment included both photography and writing.  What resulted exceeded her 

expectations.  Referring to an excerpt from that assignment, in which a young native girl 

wrote that although Indians know better about the environment than white people, she 

would feel better about being an Indian if there were better houses and schools, Ewald 

realized “It’s unlikely that the young people would ever have written what they did 

without pictures to prompt them”  (Ewald, I Wanna Take Me a Picture 11).  Instead of the 

imagery being the final document for “outsiders” to discuss, Ewald’s students’ imagery 
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acted as a catalyst for writing, and that writing resulted in deeper discussions amongst the 

students themselves.  The children were able to use their own voices to talk about adult 

predicaments they witnessed everyday: poverty, alcoholism, and racism.  And Ewald used 

the camera and the pen to show her students that they had a valuable voice to add to the 

discussion.  Ultimately, Ewald used her artistic tools to empower her pupils.  

Critiques of Ewald’s work with children are difficult to locate.  But Anthony 

Luvera, collaborative artist and reviewer of another of Ewald’s books called Towards a 

Promised Land, questioned Ewald’s assertion in the book that “it doesn’t interest me to 

put a frame around someone else’s world.”  In fact, Luvera claims, that is exactly what she 

does.  “Her finger may not always be on the camera shutter, but her name is on the book 

spine.”  The reviewer notes that Ewald’s concern for representation of social issues is 

“blurred” by boundaries between herself as an “educator, author, curator and collaborator” 

and the students’ work. After all, Luvera writes, Ewald isn’t engaging in true 

collaboration: 

Real collaboration by an artist with his/her subjects would be collectivism 

or co-authorship, which is impossible outside of a partnership of peers who 

equally co-join in the ambition and realization of a project at every stage 

from its inception and invention, through to its production, dissemination 

and reception (Luvera 2007). 

 This critic worried about the “potential pitfalls of paternalism” which may arise 

from collaborative efforts around social representation: 

For regardless of how much more involved the subject is ‘allowed’ to become in 
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the construction of their own representation, authorship can only be filtered 

through the singular voice of the artist. The unequal power relations located 

inside/out of any photographic arrangement between photographer and subject are 

essentially insurmountable. Collaborative practice in its most worthy and 

misguided sense chases fulfillment of an unachievable ideal, that is, to put power 

in the hands of the powerless (Ibid). 

 While I respect the questions posed by Luvera, I profoundly disagree with his 

analysis of Ewald’s work.  Simply because Ewald’s name is on the spine of the book 

doesn’t mean the work within isn’t pure collaboration.  Yes, Ewald conceived the original 

prompts/ideas for her students’ photography assignments – self-portraits, family and 

community, and eventually dreams – but the results of those assignments varied with each 

community and each child.  “Each child and each culture seemed to have a different sense 

of composition,” Ewald recalled, “Determined, it often seemed, by the landscape and the 

interiors of their homes” (Ewald, Secret Games 18).  Luvera rejects Ewald’s principal goal 

of collaborative art, that is, to help her students “articulate and communicate something 

relevant about [their] personal and communal lives” (Ewald, I Wanna Take Me a Picture 

8).  To assert that putting power in the hands of the powerless is unachievable, or 

idealistic, is to miss the subtlety involved in Ewald’s projects.  She wasn’t trying to 

improve or change the conditions of poor children as Hine was.  She wasn’t trying to get 

the kids off the reservation and into a better educational system, as our next photographer 

aimed to do in India.  Ewald created space for previously silenced children to express their 

own lives as they saw fit.  And in this simple act, power was transferred to the powerless. 
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Ewald’s approach to creating this space was unique and effective.  She chose to 

teach photography and writing as a method of giving voice to her subjects while still 

photographing them herself.  In that way, Ewald is the middle ground between Hine, who 

was always in the power position with his child laborers and Briski, who would later set 

aside her own camera in order to focus her efforts on the task of giving voice to her 

inherently less powerful, child subjects. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Zana Briski’s Born into Brothels 

“After all, it is up to us to make the world a better place.” 
Zana Briski  

 

Project Background 

Born into Brothels (the film and the book) chronicles the years Zana Briski spent 

documenting the children of prostitutes in one of India’s infamous red-light districts. 

Briski is a 31-year-old British-American documentary photographer who originally 

traveled to Calcutta in 1995 to photograph women. Briski was fascinated by “the 

particular hells that women can go through – sex-selective abortion, dowry deaths, the 

treatment of widows, child marriage” (Journalism); however, she never specifically 

intended to photograph sex workers.  But when she was introduced to Sonagachi, the red-

light district of Calcutta, she realized, “I knew as soon as I went to the red-light district 

that that’s where I needed to be and that’s what I wanted to do” (DVD Talk).  

Briski’s love of photography stretched back to her childhood.  She was just nine 

years old when a cousin first introduced her to the darkroom. The photographer went on to 

study at both the University of Cambridge and at the International Center for Photography 

in New York.  But it was her first trip to India in her twenties that opened new artistic 

territory for the young photographer.  It was there that Briski first immersed herself in a 

long-term project, a change that would influence her life forever.   

Despite frequent illness, lack of financial backing and family or peer support, 

Briski continued to travel between her home in New York and Calcutta for two years 

while photographing in Sonagachi. “I photographed the women when conditions allowed 
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and spent day after day just hanging around, watching, listening” (Journalism).  

Eventually she earned the trust of the sex workers, was welcomed to live amongst the 

women within the red-light district, and was given free access to make photographs.   

 A surprise even to herself, Briski soon became enamored by the kids living in the 

district, and within months of becoming a local, she set her own camera aside to teach 

photography to the children.  It began when the kids would come up behind her, grabbing 

her camera in an attempt to use it. She started playing with the kids and sharing the 

camera. Soon Briski realized her camera wasn’t just a toy for them to covet, but that there 

was a real interest coming from the kids to learn how to document their own surroundings. 

She purchased a handful of point-and-shoot cameras for the most eager of the pupils and 

started teaching them photography in a formal setting.  “It was a natural transition, Briski 

recalls, “I just thought it would be great to teach them.  It ended up just completely taking 

over, so I dropped my own photography.  Or completing it really” (DVD Talk). 

Briski recalls that she knew “something special was happening and that I needed to 

film what was going on” (Journalism).  She bought her own video camera, having never 

shot one, and sent the early footage to her then boyfriend, film editor Ross Kauffman, 

along with a plea for him to join her in Calcutta.  She wanted Kauffman to help her film 

the classes and to see the work the kids were creating.  Immediately he declined, saying 

he’d watched too many other filmmakers lose years of their lives to poverty pursuing 

personal projects that never saw the light of day.  Being “sneaky and tenacious” (DVD 

Talk), Briski pestered him incessantly, even purchasing two new video cameras in the 

hopes of luring Kauffman to India.  Eventually he acquiesced and joined Briski and the 

children.   
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Relying on credit cards and determination, the two spent all of 2001 and 2002 

working in Calcutta, documenting one of two photography classes that Briski had created.  

As Briski expected, Kauffman had the same reaction to the children as she did, although it 

wasn’t until he experienced India himself that he realized all that Briski had been dealing 

with on her own.  “India is a crazy place,” Kauffman recalls, “Now that we’ve made this 

film, people can actually see what we went through, and we can share that with them… 

Our family and friends finally understand what the hell we were doing for four years”  

(DVD Talk). 

Together they shot 170 hours of footage and spent a year editing that down to the 

83-minute film eventually seen at film festivals around the world.  The film went on to 

garner widespread accolades from critics and won the 2004 Academy Award for best 

documentary feature. 

 

“When I look at the body of work I have from the brothels, it’s really about beauty 
in the midst of this hell.”  

Zana Briski 
 

I will never forget the visceral response I had while watching the documentary 

Born Into Brothels.  I personally related to Briski’s ethos of activist photography and the 

story pulled at my humanitarian heartstrings.  Close in age, she and I have in common our 

love of photography, similar education and class upbringing, and a stubborn hope that one 

individual can make a difference in the lives of others.  I admired the fact that although 

Briski is not trained as a social worker or a teacher, she was still able to pioneer a 

photography organization called “Kids with Cameras” and later, to fundraise and establish 

a boarding school for the sex worker’s kids.  Selling student images at film festivals, 
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Briski brought in over $100,000 in the first year alone, 100% of which was deposited 

directly into the education fund.  That money went to teachers, computer fees, English 

classes and a university fund for future schooling needs (DVD Talk). 

Lewis Hine and Zana Briski both used photography to advocate for the children 

they worked with and to create the opportunity for children to be educated.  Hine wanted 

to free children from labor so that they could attend school.  He knew that without an 

education these young laborers would have the same lack of economic opportunities as 

their parents.  Briski also knew that without an education the children would be ensnared 

into generational poverty and that the girls would most likely follow their mothers into a 

life of prostitution. 

With the money earned from selling student work, Briski hoped that the next 

generation of girls would have an alternative to “joining the line” of future prostitutes and 

that all of the students might become empowered to lead a life of their choosing.  In an 

effort for the kids to perceive their surroundings anew, and thus see the world as bigger 

than just their district, Briski aimed to give the children “permission to be themselves, 

whatever that meant” (Briski, Kids with Cameras 21).  This kind of freedom of expression 

was novel to the young Indian students and it gave them a platform to express personal 

thoughts and opinions in a safe environment.  Ultimately this avenue of open self-

expression, Briski believed, would lead the kids to believe in themselves and the value of 

their vision.  As with Ewald’s work with kids on the reservation in Canada, some of 

Briski’s students, prior to her instruction, had never had an adult ask their opinion on 

anything.  Having an adult urge them to express their point of view was fresh and exciting 

for her students; it helped them gain a voice in their young lives by empowering them 
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with the confidence to express their own thoughts and believe those thoughts had value.  

Like Ewald before her, Briski used photography as a tool to teach her students how to take 

their thoughts seriously and express their inner feelings and opinions.  Both photographers 

saw photography as a tool to get kids to open up about their personal lives in a supportive 

and creative environment.   

In addition to student recognition and support, Briski had hopes for the students’ 

images as well.  She worked tirelessly to get the work seen by both the Indian press and 

by the larger photographic community.  One of Briski’s students, Avijit Halder, was 

honored at the World Press Photo Foundation Children’s juried photography show in 

Amsterdam.  Briski raised the money to travel to Amsterdam with Avijit, his first time out 

of his neighborhood, let alone his country.  There he was able to go see his work being 

admired by adults in the art world.  It was this type of recognition that fueled Briski’s 

dream that the images from the kids’ project would “inspire others to feel, to notice, to 

challenge, to take action” (Born Into Brothels curriculum notes). 

 

“I didn’t have a voice then.  Even though I wanted to be an artist, there 
would have been no way to become one.  It gave me a voice.  It gave me a 

life.”   
Avijit Halder  

 

By far the greatest success story to come from Briski’s project was young Avijit 

Halder. Just 11 years old when he met Briski and took up photography, Avijit exhibited 

not just an innate artistic talent, but an intellectually insightful approach to his work. 

Speaking of difficult subject matter he reflected, “Though there is sadness in it, and 
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though it’s hard to face, we must look at it because it is the truth” (Briski, Kids with 

Cameras 41).  

 

Images          

 

Figure 14 

As seen on page 64 of the book Born Into Brothels, Figure 14 depicts a small girl 

in a traditional Indian toilet.  (Neither Avijit nor Briski provided documentation or a title 

for the picture.) The subject is barefoot; she is balancing on the foot supports provided to 

hold a person above the waste. She appears wet although there is no explanation for how 

she got that way.  She is holding something in her right hand, perhaps a makeshift reed 

broom.  To my western eyes, this scene evokes sensations of foul odors, thoughts of 

communicable disease and overwhelming filth.  Although I understand that this type of 

facility is common in some developing countries, because I have never had to use a 
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facility like this, it is difficult not to be repulsed. I wonder if it is this girl’s responsibility 

to sweep up human waste on a regular basis.  In Born Into Brothels this image is centered 

on a page between two other tightly-composed shots – one of a bicycle pushed into an 

unused toilet and the other of a squat toilet (with a visible drain) equally as filthy but 

without anyone standing in it.  The trio effect of Avijit’s photographs, with brown borders 

mirroring the color of the smudged walls, is difficult for anyone to look at, thereby 

echoing the young artist’s belief that ‘we must look at it because it is the truth.’  It is likely 

that the girl in Figure 14 belongs to the lowest caste in India, a system that requires her to 

do this type of work for her entire life.   

Avijit stands taller than his subject, which gives the viewer a top-down perspective 

onto the floor of the toilet.  He angled his camera, which he often did, thus imbuing the 

image with motion and off-kilter energy; I imagine him taking this image while walking 

past the open doorways.  His framing includes some graffiti of a person’s name, Raja, on 

the wall above.  His subject’s face is turned away from the camera; in this way she 

remains anonymous – she could be anyone’s child.  Her bare skin appears vulnerable to 

the grime and waste. 

Avijit straddles the divide between photographer and subject because he is a part 

of this community – this would be his toilet too – and yet by turning his eye/camera to the 

toilet, he seems to acknowledge the dire social situation that create and maintain 

unsanitary conditions.  He is a child of India, but not all of India lives in poverty. Avijit 

would have been exposed to and aware of western style toilets -- or at least well-kept 

squat toilets -- by the time he made this photo, even if just in schools or offices.  As a 

photographer, he is expressing something that as a subject he perhaps could not: the living 
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conditions of the brothel workers are dire and we (the viewer) should know this because it 

is true.  Avijit’s mother worked as an educator in the brothel district and he lived among 

the sex workers.  His exposure to both middle class and lower class India would have 

given him access to different levels of sanitary conditions.  

 

 

 

Figures 14-18 

 On pages 58-59 of Kids with Cameras is a series of fours images Avijit made of 

people sleeping in the red light district. (Figures 14-18) Each of the four photographs is 

composed in ways that are distinctive from one another.  The first, top left, is the only 

image made outside in natural light, therefore the light is softer.  Avijit shot this in an 

interior courtyard typical of the district.  As an American, the oddity of a mattress laid 

outside with people sleeping in a semi-public space is striking and unfamiliar.  I have read 

that much of life happens in public in India and this particular photograph is visual 
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evidence of that.  As a result, I feel protective of the two people sleeping on that pad.  The 

person with his or her face towards the camera appears to be a child.  I can’t ascertain the 

age or gender of the person covered in a yellow sari.  If the context were different I might 

imagine that the person in front was dead.  His/her sprawled arms and open mouth convey 

a physical vulnerability I associate with images from warzones.  Shot from above, camera 

tilted, I feel Avijit’s presence and hence his perspective on these sleeping people: they are 

at the whim of nature, weather and passersby.  They have no privacy.  

 The second photo on the left is shot from the perspective of Avijit looking into a 

make shift bunk bed area in a corner next to a staircase.  There is a door into the space but 

it remains open.  A man sleeps on the top bunk and a woman lies on her back below; her 

pad is much smaller.  She might be pregnant but it is difficult to be certain.  As in all of 

the red light district photographs, the walls of the ancient buildings are filthy and vary 

from one faded paintjob to the next. Essential belongings are crowded into the bed space: 

water bottles, clothing, cooking utensils, buckets.  Avijit used a flash to illuminate the 

dark space, which increases contrast and renders colors more vivid.  It is unclear whether 

the shot was taken during the day or night.  Are they napping?  Would they normally close 

the door if it were nighttime?   

 The third photo, upper right, shows a man and a young baby on a bed in a larger, 

well-stocked room.  The man looks to be asleep while the child is sitting up.  There could 

be another sleeper covered in a fabric behind the baby; I can’t see that closely. Suitcases 

hold belongings on shelves behind the bed.  Cooking tools and tins are organized beneath 

the raised mattress while clothes are hung behind the bedframe.  A calendar is displayed 

as well.  The colors of the printed fabrics are beautiful and the man appears at peace in the 
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bed.  There is a lot of visual information in this image, which gives the viewer valuable 

clues into to the lives of the sleeping inhabitants.  They see how the subjects fit their entire 

lives into one small space and how they manage to create a sense of organization through 

the use of suitcases and beauty through the hanging of colorful saris.     

 Lastly, the bottom right photo reveals a less comfortable sleeping arrangement of 

mother and child on a tatami mat directly laid over a stone surface.  Avijit used a bright 

flash and angled his camera severely, resulting in an odd and strained perspective.  It gives 

the impression that the woman’s sandals will fall off the page.  The little boy has his leg 

draped over his mother’s leg and their arms are interlaced.  Avijit captured a touching 

moment of mother and child, although simultaneously he also manages to expose the 

discomfort, poverty and vulnerability of the people living in the district. 

 Taken as a whole these images are both intimate and uncomfortable.  In fact, the 

intimate nature of the images is part of the discomfort they evoke in a viewer.  Generally 

our sleep is a private time.  As viewers, we have invaded the subjects’ privacy.  In these 

four shots we see the common humanity of the people residing in the district.  They come 

across as vulnerable but also as accustomed to their exposed and difficult circumstances, 

as are most people around the world.  Sleep is such a universal human experience; I can 

think of no way a photographer could convey the humanity of his subjects better.  

Furthermore, Avijit is simply documenting the truth of his community.  People sleep 

outside or inside in cramped spaces with doors open.  Their homes are often nothing more 

than a corner with a mat and cooking utensils.  The women work all night meaning they 

nap during the day.  The inevitable number of children resulting from prostitution means 

that the women’s offspring live and sleep in the same quarters used by the male clientele 
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who frequent the district.  The age of the structures, combined with the poverty of its 

inhabitants, means that dirty surfaces are the norm. Life in the district is both harsh and 

decorated with color and life.   

I concentrate on Avijit’s images because of all the children in Briski’s film and 

book, Avijit is the one student who went on to study photography and film.  As mentioned 

earlier, through Briski’s dedication, Avijit was invited to participate in a show in 

Amsterdam where people outside India recognized that he was a talented photographer.  

Soon after the film Born Into Brothels was released, Avijit was awarded funds to study at 

a high school in New Hampshire and then later another high school in Utah.  Through a 

grant from Briski’s non-profit, Avijit was then able to study film at NYU.  And in 2013, 

Avijit was hired as an assistant director to a major Hollywood film (title not divulged) 

(Times of India).  

Avijit spoke to PBS about his experience of being in Briski’s documentary: I 

“would have been successful, but not that successful” had it not been for Briski’s 

documentary, adding, “I wouldn’t be the person I am if it weren’t for Born Into Brothels.  

I’m doing very well. I am happy” (Whatever).  Perhaps not surprising, Avijit told 

reporters at the Times of India that he plans to focus his film work on social justice issues, 

be they in Hollywood or independent of the studio system.  He even imagines himself 

following in Briski’s footsteps: “I think it is my responsibility more than anything else…I 

know that I will do something for the kids of prostitutes since I have been raised in similar 

conditions” (Times of India).  

Briski’s mentorship of young Avijit reminds me of Ewald’s special relationship 

with Denise Dixon.  Both young students had a special talent and a zest for creating that 
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inspired their tutors.  Though Denise’s enthusiasm for photography waned as she aged and 

became involved with other teenage activities, Avijit’s passion continued to blossom 

throughout his college years and beyond.     

 

Criticism 

Early reaction to the film Born Into Brothels was overwhelmingly positive. 

Newsweek magazine raved that the film was a “Remarkable and moving story about the 

power of art to transform lives” (DVD Notes).  The film won the audience award at the 

Sundance Film Festival, best documentary at the Los Angeles Film Festival, the National 

Board of Review and eventually the Academy Awards in 2004.  The Philadelphia Inquirer 

wrote that the film was “devoid of the kind of patronizing beneficence that First Worlders 

often bring to the Third World.” Another critic noted, “Briski doesn't merely document 

the children's milieu. Instead, she does something revolutionary: She empowers them to 

document it for themselves” (Greydanus). 

In his introduction to the book Born into Brothels, environmentalist and author 

Paul Hawken wrote, “Rather than feed, clothe and shelter the children of brothel workers, 

Zana Briski gave these children something more rare, the ability to communicate what 

they see to a larger world and thus be seen themselves.  This was not charity, but a 

transmission of her love of imagery and art”  (Briski, Kids with Cameras Introduction).  

Diane Weyermann, Director of Sundance Institute’s documentary film program, 

wrote about Briski and Kauffman’s film, “Their photographs are prisms of their souls, 

rather than anthropological curiosities…” (Briski, Kids with Cameras 28).  “The 

photographs taken by the children are not merely examples of remarkable observation and 
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talent; they reflect something much larger, morally encouraging, and even politically 

volatile: art as an immensely liberating and empowering force.” 

But within a few years criticism did arise, and it was all the more poignant because 

it came from within the community Briski documented and included some of Briski’s 

students themselves.  According to Ananda Bazar Patrika (ABP), a Calcutta newspaper, in 

August of 2008 four of the eight kids involved in the documentary brought a breach of 

promise lawsuit against Briski and Kauffman (Hollywood Scandal 4). The grounds of the 

suit were that the families and sex workers portrayed the film were not told that their 

identities would be disclosed in a film seen worldwide.  Further, the claim asserted that 

the “huge profit” made by the film wasn’t shared with its participants.  It is likely that the 

adults who predicated this lawsuit had false assumptions about the profitability of 

documentary films.  Unfortunately, like every other documentary film, it was not 

profitable in the way the attorneys assumed. 

An Indian American interpreter who worked on the film in postproduction in New 

York City became one of the project’s harshest critics.  Partha Banerjee wrote extensively 

online about her issues with Briski’s portrayal of the sex workers in Calcutta.  Key 

criticisms included: (1) that Briski promised her subjects that Born Into Brothels was a 

purely philanthropic venture and that it wouldn’t be up for prizes or festivals;  (2) that the 

filmmakers claimed their project uplifted their subjects out of poverty from the sales of 

student photographs, though in fact only one member left the community to become 

successful; (3) that the filmmakers failed to credit the myriad individuals -- social 

workers, doctors and nurses, political activists and Indian organizations -- who had 

previously worked to improve the lives of sex workers in Calcutta.  Specific among these 
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is the Durbar Women’s Coordination Committee, an umbrella organization of sex workers 

in West Bengal, which has 65,000 members.  These individuals and organizations are 

responsible for a drastically lowered AIDS transmission rates and for safety improvements 

for sex workers. 

Banerjee‘s complaint is that Briski and Kauffman implied that they single-

handedly raised children out of poverty and away from prostitution.  Far from the truth in 

their opinion, these critics find the film’s portrayal of the outside, white savior difficult to 

watch.  “It overestimates the powers of the crusading individual,” said Frann Michel, a 

member of Solidarity, a “socialist, feminist, anti-racist organization” and critic of Born 

Into Brothels (Michel).  Michel, like Rosler before her, emphasizes the need for collective, 

communal solutions to local problems, not individual solutions provided by outsiders. 

The BBC also reported that one of the girls in the film, Preeti, did return to her 

mother’s brothel to become a prostitute.  Responding to this report, Briski replied that 

Preeti did so “by choice and I respect her choice.  I don’t consider that a failure or a 

shame.  I trust she knows what is best for her” (Journalism).  

And finally, it was not disclosed in the film that Avijit’s mother was not only not a 

prostitute, she was, in fact, a teacher who had always been committed to her son’s 

education, even prior to his exposure to Briski’s photography program.  It’s worth noting 

that Avijit himself was quick to point this out to reporters who followed his academic and 

film ventures.  He also pointed out that his fellow photography students were unaware that 

they were being filmed as subjects in a documentary. Asked whether he felt exploited by 

the omission, Avijit replied, “No.  It has benefited all our lives.  It’s all justified”  

(Rolston). 
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These criticisms mirror Rosler’s view of documentary projects as a whole, that the 

idea of a “single hero changing the world” is misleading and corruptive to organizational 

change.  Americans, in general, love myths and stories of individuals enacting massive 

change.  We lionize individual leaders in movements and athletes who surmount odds and 

business people who rise up from poverty to become millionaires.  These stories feed the 

sense of individualism on which our country was founded and support the uniquely 

American ideal of pulling oneself up by one’s bootstraps. Movies and books about these 

heroes abound.  And the film Born Into Brothels could be perceived as another one of 

these stories.  But I’d contest that the filmmakers, rather than presenting this story as one 

photographer rescuing children from the slums, showed the photographic passion of one 

person being shared with the enthusiasm and skills of children who otherwise wouldn’t 

have been exposed to the craft.  I didn’t perceive the film as being exclusively about 

Briski; rather, I saw it as a story about what happens when artists like Briski set aside their 

own work to share their vocation with others.  I do not see the dedication of such 

individuals as trumping the work of organizations.  In fact the difficulty in telling stories 

about organizations is that they lack the personal element, which helps to engage an 

audience.  Viewers are people and people connect better to individuals than to monolithic 

entities – even if those groups are doing good works.  While I understand the criticism, I 

disagree with the conclusion.  The stories of both groups and individuals are, of course, 

important to share, but the goal, after all, of social activist documentary is to get someone 

to pay attention.  
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CHAPTER FIVE  

Conclusion 

  

 Hine, Ewald and Briski all impacted the lives of their child subjects.  Hine fought a 

legal and ethical battle against the practice of child labor by using his camera as a tool to 

expose injustice.  Ewald expanded the dialogue around subject/viewer relations by 

collaborating with children to create photo and writing projects, which explored the inner 

lives of her students.  And Briski set aside her own documentary photography to teach 

children in India how to create their own art.  In different ways, all of the photographers 

were activist in their approaches: they chose to use art to enact change in the lives of 

children.  And all three artists had success with their projects.  Hine’s work was 

instrumental in changing attitudes and eventually laws around child labor.  Ewald created 

a literacy program that even today is used with students around the world.  And Briski had 

a major impact with the seven young students that she and Kauffman documented in Born 

Into Brothels, in particular Avijit Halder, who went on to have a film career of his own. 

 Of course, these three artists represent a miniscule segment of current 

documentary practice.  Photography’s ability to capture the essence of human suffering 

and triumph is at the heart of this work.  Today, myriad image-makers use cameras to 

shine a light onto the dark corners of the human story; they use pictures to expose 

injustice, to challenge assumptions and to inspire viewers to action.  Whether for non-

profits, news outlets or fine art galleries, today’s documentarians are at the forefront of 

communicating the realities faced by people and places often ignored by standard media 

venues.  Like Hine, Ewald and Briski before them, today’s documentary photographers 
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give voice to the voiceless through images that convey the humanity of their subjects.  

They don’t shy away from the complex truths of war, poverty and subjugation created by 

humanity.  Instead they aim their lens directly at their subject to shine a light on those 

truths, exposing both beauty and horror.  In a world where the tragedy of child labor, 

disenfranchisement and poverty still exists, we can thank Hine, Ewald and Briski for 

contributing to this great body of photographic work, which aims to improve the lives of 

children everywhere.   
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